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The development of an accurate 1D, C ar quantitative
speotrochemio-al sohenm of analysis for the determination
of Rb, Cs, and TI In sediments Is described in Part I#
Potassium, present as a structure onstituent in a known
oonentration, was used as a variable internal standard,
The foloi line pairs were usad: R 79474 6939,
Rb 7800k 69 , Cs 85214 6939, and f1 550 4047. E lsRa *
lent near 4 q wo rking curves wea btained in all oases.
Standard deviations were Rb t , CQ* 8*2%, and .flt 8,8%,
Aversge detection limits weret b * 0,0001$, Ca 0,0001%,
and TIF 0.00001 All analysee were culibrated In terms
of the standard gnite (-I) nnd standard diabase (W-l) to
reduce systematic errors*
In Part IX, pertinent aspects of the geochemistry of Y#
Rb, O, and TI are discuased in the light of data obtained
from the analyses of 324 samples the majority of which came
from ten sedimentary geologieal formations. Abundance
values are given for the above elements in the various
formations and sedimentary rook types. Aver ae abtnance
values for theise elements In ilaceous soed t ro a:
0 * o19, R 0- a* o 0 0 00081%, and 120 4t
0.000389. Th1 lium is usually enriched in highly or5an
sediments.
and %.b20/T12 0 ebundane ra ios tn sediments with
average values of these ratios in igneous rooks shows that
the order of relative enriohment of these elements in
sediments is normally I Ca > > T1
The conclusion is reached that the order of relative
enrichment foud is in excellent agreement with the theory
that the adsorption affinity of a cation from aqueous
solutions is believed to be proportional to the yalue of
the positive electrost tie potential existing at the surfae
of the hydrated ion,
Thesis Supervisors) ldalter L. ¢hitehead
Associate Professor of Geology
Louls H. Ahrens
satistant Professor of G3eology
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8Part I
The Development of a Quantitative Speotrochemloal
Ie thod,
I. Introduction
This part disousses the methods used to develop an
accurate quantitative speetrochemical method for the
analysis of rubidium, eesium, and thallium in sediments.,
The reader may wonder why such a large part of this thesis
is concerned with a disaussion of the analytical techniques.
However, oonsiderable effort and time had to be spent on
development of the methods for two reasons. First, the
detection limits using standard methods were such that only
rubidium, of the three analysis elements, was known to oour
in the sediments in a quantity well above its detection
limit. Cesium was a borderline case, whereas the average
amount of thallium in the sediments was well below its ordi-
nary detection limit. Consequently, attainment of adequate
deteotion limits was vital if the majority of samples were
to be suceessfully analyzed for oesium and thallium. Second,
a high degree of precision in the analytiaytical method was con-
sidered absolutely necessary if any significant and valid
conclusions were to be drawn from the analytical results.
For example, conclusions as to whether or not an element had
concentrated in the sediments with respect to another element
were drawn from a comparison of the ratios of these two
elements in igneous rocks and in sediments. A change in a
ratio might have been extremely small but still would have
been significant. The ability to detect a small abange in
a ratio depended of course on the precision of the analyti-
oal method, for small changes would have been masked by
large analytical errors,
Three hundred end twentyefour sedimentary rook samples
from ten geological formations were analysed. They were
all samples which had been analysed for potassium with a
Perkin-Esmer flame photometer by personnel of the American
Petroleum Institute Research Project 430. In fact, the
existence of such a large collection of samples which had
been accurately analysed for potassium was the main reason
why the writer undertook this investigation. The presence
of potassium, which is a good internal standard for all of
the analysis elements, as a structure oonstituent of the
samples offered the opportunity of developing a really
precise quantitative method,
The composition of the samples varied over a rather
wide range, representing as they did, shales, sandstones,
and limestones, although the majority of the samples were
probably fairly similar in composition, No one method
would have been the ideal method for every sample. Conse
quently, an attempt was made to develop a general scheme
of analysis which would give the most precise results for
the greatest number of samples,
I ____~
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II. Instrumentation
The instrument utilized for the determination of
thallium was a 21 foot, 30,000 lines-per-Inch concave
grating spectrograph in a Wadsworth mounting. The areing
bench of this instrument is shown in Fig. 1 * A complete
description of this spectrograph has been given in several
earlier theses and need not be repeated here. The use of
this instrument was require to obtain the dispersion
neessary to free the T15$350.46A line from interference by
0a5349,A7A and TI5351.084A. At the setting used for the
determination of thallium, the dispersion was 2.43A/mm.
on the plate. The standard set-up on this instrument was
to place the center of the plate holder at 4800A (Focus
1,75). One quarter of a type 103-J plate was placed to
piek-up T15350A (230 mm. to left of the center) and another
quarter plate placed to record 4044A and W4047A ( 318 m.
to right of the center).
The instrument used for the determination of rubidium
and eeslum was a Hilger model 9478 large quarts and glass
spectrograph in the Littrow mounting. Details of this type
of mounting may be found in any of the more oomplete texts
on snectrosoopy. The instrument mounted in the Cabot
Laboratory Is shown in Fig. 2 With the lases optics,
adequate dispersion was available to separate the oesium
and rubidium lines from any serious interference. For the
determination of the alkali metals, the right end of the
plate holder was plaed at 10,O00A. A four by five plate
(Type TIN) was plaoed 11/16 Inehes from the right end of
the plate bolder.
Do Th MI fhoeloub af
All photometric measuremento wore made on a Projeotion
Iaoarson Mtirwhotometer afmtaetured by the lJrrOfl ASb
Company. This instrument is showa in use in Fig. )
a.
?15* 1
Arcing bench of grating spectrozr h.
Fiig . 2
Hilger larre qlartz and ulass spectra-pamwh.
114s
F~ig* 3
Jftited-Aah projetion comparator mlcrophotcreter
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I FX. Choboe of Optimu Operating Oonditions
A. Prlistas! wok
At the start of this Investigation it was hoped that
it would be possible to analys for all throe elements
siwa ultn*usly. The spectral lines of these elements which
were @sidaerad sensitive enough to investigate axr listed
in table 1. The aterial An this table is taken trom the
IT, I ~o W-avelength Tables compiled by Dr. 3, Re. Harrison.
Table 1
Rubig Blt r fantiltltyI
9.60 5000 U2
SU000 02
looo
3p o ~200OR U2
495.355 2000 U3
5350,46 50001 U1
3775.72 3=000R 2
3519.24 200 U
Preliminary tests on the grating spetrograph soon
revealed that the oeslum a* zabid&aua lines in the violet
were not suitable. Laek of sufficient sensitivity and
exoessive interference from strontium iron, o and titanium
i6
lines ruled out any possible oonstderation of their use,
T1 3775 seemed to be highly sensitive, provided eyanogon
eaastson was quenched.
The preliaary work on the prism tnstrment showed
that Rb 7800, Rb 7947, and Os 8521 were highly aenastivr
provided a panhroaitlo emulsion was used. Os 8943 was
not useable due to poor' emulsion sensitivity at this
wavelength with Type IwX plates TI 5350 also proved
not to be useable on this Instrument due to direct lnter*
frenoe by oa 5349 (Bee Pf8*27, pa,1o9). As a result of
thisbe finding, t boame necessar7 to analyze each sample
twice, once on the prism instrument for rbdtum ar4
cesium and once on the grating instrument for thallium.
On the gatIng tnstrument, T1 3775 semed to be
slightly more sensttiwe than TI 5350 although the latter
line is generally reported as being the most sewsitive.
However, 1T 530DA was selected for use for two reasons.
!irst, a ON band component ts ooincidental with TI 3775
and this meant that unless C emission was completely
quenched, a proces that to not always easy to do, direct
interference from CV would sealt. Second, interferenoe
from Wi 3775.572 with TI 3775 was considered possible due
to the fact that many of the samples had been ground in
a nioltkelateel mortar with the probable resulting oon*
tamination of these samples with traces of nickel.
944 isjwis-a4w unat *punaScvoq *W+ so h;#unu oq4 9010144
C#0a 04 Z#0 01;00t4TU$M Bf9 p-4TojAod pawn sq tio eunj -a
IWW4 punwflO.&1(Oq EIO lOoeS UT 044 W Up44QnOd a U111;A 4n1
*,U0flllpu,z 10i '4$?WS 044 $9 tfliqurot OWI O1 dILU1t0. #q*+
St1tA UOflVIWtPflJw*t42fl tjn JO 90416USPIUT #tf SI TOA
*,;tj,4 'tQowo'x*0dw U1 0,0164W oe-Smx 0# twu$;eu w uodn-
vwuednp zxonnwep so %loll OM %44 U1 B##$AOI) Uflfl*P
jo 004t4 au4o tuwc *q aw1;m;. w;l qdw2W34 code 04Z
'ttOAfaodfl4 %tooo0 PuS %Coooo %UOCIW
040$ Etfjl~flW4 Pug srvp40 fl1"'fl- U*fl4flflv £Atx*qp;aO
w"j*W pisjf% w;'ntj;dao0 o#04 Vwj4P*04 A tZVtfltSIOdX
*tQU *x Wou *tofl00ul acj *~4 w #nu11t44q4 t1*tn1fl14d
*vv nfll, oA S*ot rm.osu S~lA;TuW9btu 1~%04 0* &t^MIdfv
06C6 GILa
00V6 qj
zsq~ptio %to "#4 #q M~ pnos ajwvd ouzlT 9UI;*ntoj
'it .um-ouwdx £japs;~n "sa'n so 14Ttt10 V BY
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improve sensitivity are generally centered around methost
which increase the intensity of a line relative to that of
the background. In attempting to obtain maximu 1ine,*to0-
background intensity ratios and resulting lower detection
limits, the writer used the following facts as a general
lguide. The analysis elements are all extremely volatile
and their spectral lines emit their peak intensity early
in the areing cycle. The Intensity of the ontinous
radiation, on the other hand, remains fairly constant, at
least during the first part of the arcing period. Thus
it seemed that maximum line*to-backsround intensity ratios
would result by arranging the operating conditions so as
to boil off the greater peroentage of the analysis elements
n a s short a period as possible. This could be effected
by the proper selection of sample size, electrode design,
amperage, and aroing time.
The decisions 0 these various questions were made
empirically. The general procedure adopted was to arc a
sample a number of times on the same plate with all the
, variables held constant, except one, which was systerr-
atically varied from exposure to exposure. The setting
for that partioular variable which gave the maximum line
to*background intensity ratio was then determined visually.
The alit width was also quite critical. Continuous
bakground on the plate ito merely a series of overlapped
1s
slit lemaes and therefore its intensity to closely
proportional to t he slit width, Line intensity, on the
other hand, increases as the alit la widened only up to
a certain oritical width, after which there Is no appreote
able increase in line intensity with further widennag
of the alit. Thus the optimm slit width for obtainin
max1imum ltneto*background Intensity ratiosn is clos to
this erttical value.
Te emultsion types selected were those hich were
specialy sensitizsed for the wavelength regions in wioh
they were used, Contrary to general opinion, use of a
more sensitive emulsion does not increase the limit of
detection of an element because increased sensitivity
merely increases the intensities of both lineo and backo
$round. proportionally. It does dcrease the exposure
time nd sample size required to produce a u eable line
The oporatinS conditions selected are listed in
Tables 2 and ' The actual detection limits attained were
somewhat variable, depending to some extent on the baek
cvound. The followin might be considered as average
values:
T e 0.00001%
Rb -00 .001%
Os " 0.0001f
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These 4eteation 1imtvs were found to be adequate for the
najorlty of the samples,
The, tImprovement in the ease of cestum was not as
lreat as had been hoped for, but this was offsot to a
considerable extent by the faot that the average cesium
content of the seditents was fomWA to be somewhat hither
than had been expoeted*
21
Table 2
Operating conitions for the determination
of thalli ur
Spectrogranph
Optical arrangement
1 xoiVt tion
Analytical sap
Electrode type
E'mal son
Slit width
osit hei ht
?xposure time
Weight of charge
Composition of charge
sectoring
Doevel opment
Line pai r
Samples per plate
a 21 ft. concave grating instrumentt
Center of plate holder at 4A00
(Focus 1.75)
Two 3" x 4" plates plaeed to
record R 4047 and Pf 5350.
- Short fous sphorical condenser
focused on elit,
- Anode, 220X30t D, C., 8 amperes
- 4-5 am.
SAnode - 3/16" rqular carbon rod,
1" long, with a cavity 1/8" in
dia. and 1/4" deep,
Gathode , 3/1 " carbon rod
pointed at on anend
- Zastman 103-J.
* 0,025 MM.
- 6 mM
- 45 seconds,
* "50 "1.
StIndiiuted sample.
* Special stepped sector, 3 stops:
1:2, 1:32, 1:64, lue 1:1 step.
* 4 1/2 minutes in Eastman D419
(0i1. 1:1 with "2 0) at %WC.
TI 5350
* Six in du licate
**T.64111 At"o #10j
opoq*lvo uie*To 4w s*Tft" uoo^%oq
"UVOID J$PT.04 #PW4%001# U03t" quo%*4n**"cT
UnT ltvq,4 40
UoTtf4vuj"l*q*p Ota atoj OUOTIIPUOO SU14W*do
psTjuvjuoO- Z, qjqvj
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Table 3
Operating conditions for the determination
of the alkali metals
Speetrograph
Opttoal arranSement
Excitation
Analytical gap
Electrode type
Emulsion
slit width
Slit height
Exposure time
'Jeight of charge
Composition of charge
Sectoring
Development
- Hlger Priam Instrument.
Glass optics.
oeaus 4,.3.
Shutter setting * 12 am.
Right end of plate holder at
10O00A.
4" x 5" plate placed 11/16"
from right end of plate holder.
* Short focus spherical condenser
focused on slit.
- Anode, 220*230v D. C., 6 amperes.
a 4*5 mm.
* Anode 3/16" regular carbon rod,
I" long, with a cavity 1/8" in
dia. and 1/4" deep.
Cathode - 3/16" carbon rod pointed
at one end.
- Eastman I-*N
* 5 divisaions(0.025 me,.)
a 11 mm.
- 45 seoonds
~ -50 5..
* Undiluted sample.
a Seven step sector, 1:2 1:4, 1:8,
116, l:32, 1t64, 1:12.
- 4 1/2 minutes in Eastman D*19
(Dil. 1:1 with H20) at 20Q00
2ti
Table 3 - Continued
Operating condition for the determination
of the alkali metals
LiAn pairs SRubidium Iab 7800 , Rb 7947 ,
r 693 rw r
Geetm C- 521
samples per plate
Prolautions taken 4 Clean oathode used for every
sample. Upper eleotrode holder
cleaned between samples.
- IIX.
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IV. Preparatior of farpies
A#
The saiple used in this Iftatigation camu from the
extensive colleetion of meditentary rook aamplos available
in the . I, T. Geology Department where they had been
used in the APT Research Project 430c The majority of
samples used in this work were already roiSnd to a
satisfactory dSee of fineness and only a very oeSasionl
saple required further grindin
As a general rule, untreated sedimettary rook samples
behave very badly in the D. C. arc. This is due to the
fact that many sediments contain ap-reelable quantities
of organie matter, water, and carbonates, These materials
decompose when the arc lto struck and release large
quantities of gas which tends to blow the sarple out ot
the electrode In some cases, complete loss of sarple
occur within a few secondal in others, the saiple
rerains but the burn is qvite erratc, and excessive
spectral backgrouM results fram the many incadescent
parttcles being wafted up into the ar oolumn. A pra"*
11minary survey of the arotnS qualities of the selected
sam.ple disclosed the expected poor behavior in the are,
Consequently it was clear that some treatment would be
necessary if a sattafactory smoothness of burn was to be
attained.
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The first expedient tried, which proved Suecosess
enouh to be adopted, was to remove the organo matter
and adsorbed water by by heating the samples in an eletri
cally operated muffle furnaoe, When any ignition provedure
like this is used, one has to consider possible losses
of analysis elements by volatilisation durinS the seatering
process, The boiling points of all alkali metal compounds
were high enough to obviate any coneern for them so
tballiu remained the critical element. It was noted
that Rankaa (18)predletd the poisibility that thalliure
was present in sediments as thallous hloride (TiP.
7200f) so it seemed that 70000 would be the oetinga
temperature for any sintering process.
A series of experimento was oondueted to dealde on
tbe best ssinterta temperature and time. The material
used was a black highly organie shale from Big MarEh,
Nova ;otia. Samples of this sbale were placed in small
porcelain cracibles and sintered at varying tmopeatures
and for different ties. The best oompromise between
the lowest possible 1nition temperature and destruction
of the organie matter within a rsonable period of time
seemd to be one htur at a temperature of 450og, As a
result of this, all samples used in thts investlation
were sintered for one hour at 450o00 After aintering,
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the samples were stored in tightly corked glass vials to
prevent then from pilking up any moisture. -itobell (15)
also found a temperature of 45000 to be the most suitabe
for the dry aseing of orSanto materials,
This aintoring gretly improved the arclng qualities
of the majority of the samples. In ftot, less than 5%
of the 324 sintered samples could still be claassfied
as really "bad actors", and these were samples containing
a very high percentage of caloium carbonate which, of
*ourse, was not decomposed at the Ignition temperature
used. It was found that loses during aroing of samples
high in calcium earbonate oould generally be vvoided by
momentarily reducing the asiperase at critical points in
the burn - a point that had to be learned by experienoe.
?Fg. 4 abows how sintering lessened the backgroundr
There It may be seen how audh len intense the bokground
is in the 5000 sample than in the other two.
C. Loseilb volattliain loaseP
To *heok on the possible loss of any of the analysis
elements during sintering, a seres of 1ig Yarsh shale
samples were sintered at the following temperatures:
1050 , '000 ,  O, 0o , anM 10000o. Zach of the reaulting
samples was then analysed uasin both standard operating
methods ad the following Intensity ratios determined for
each sample: 1. 5,5 Q Rb7947 , an . Any change
P15. 4
seductron of back~ground by destruction of
orsAnlc matter.
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found in a given ratio outside of exerimental error
would, of course, Indicate volatilization losses. The
rubidium and oesium ratios in all samples were found to
be oonstant within the limits of experimental error.
For .hallium though, the ratios for the 105 and 300 0
samples were slightly higher than the ratios for the
three remaining samples, thus lndicatinS a possible
partial loss of thallium. However, in view of the rather
large standard deviation for thallium and the probable
even larsr deviation in the ease of the poorer burning
1050 anrd 00 samples, it was statistically impossible
with the data available to dofiitely oonclude whether
or not any loss of thallium had ocoured. All that could
be said on the basis of this evidence was that if a lose
did occur, It was not large. In connection with a
possible thallium lose, the following inteoesting facts
were noted during tho analysis for thallium of the
Miooee Nodular shale sampleso. Samples from this formation
ooasionally oarried appreo lable quantities of fluorine
as evidenced by the presence of strong COP bands with main
band hsed at 5291A (ase Fig. 26, p.0lt). There seemed to
be a rough correlation between the presenee and intensity
of hXis band awd the intensity or absenas of the thallium
line, although it was rather hard to prove the presence or
absenoe of thallium whenever the Cap bands were intense,
as the tail of this band blanketed the region of the
30
thalliun line* After rakting this observation, the vola-
tilitles of all tiallium compounds were reohecked and it
was noted that thalliwm fluoride has a bollng point of
300OC, 1500 below the sintering temperature used. Tht
It seems entirely possible that some thallitumn might have
been lost during sintern from those samples which were
high in fluorine On ohecking back to the Big Marsh
samoles, a 8light development of CaF bands was noticed
there, Oonsquently, the Ohange in the T, intensity
ratio whiah was diseasm)d before might be a valid change
due to a sliht los of thalliRjm as thal lu fluoride.
Further exporimento though would be necessary to completely
prove or disprove this point COholak (6) states that no
thallium losses ocoured during experiments in the dry
ashing of o rgani matter In any event, even it losses
did occur, les than ten percent of all samples would have
been affected by this souree of error as this was about
the mwber of samples which showed any development of the
aP band,
Another point obeoked nas the agnitude of the weliht
loss durin 4.theasitOzn proaess. This was aeotmplishod
by actually determining the percent weight lo on twenty*
one samples of Cherokee Shale which had varying organia
carbon contents, The results which ar plotted in Fig. 5
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Fig. 5
Relationship between % weight loss and % organico
carbon in 21 samples of Cherokee shale.
All samples sintered for one hour at 4500 C.
Weight
Loss
, IMik. 1SIugII,111
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show that there to a fair linear correlation between peront
weight loss and percent organio earbon. Inforation about
the magnitude of weight losses was desired beeause of the
reoultin inorease in the percentages of all elements ro*
matin in the sintered 8amples. For example, I 4047A,
the nternal standard line for thalVluct, besins to soelf
absorb under the operating conditions used at about 5%
R2 0. Consequently, if weight losses had been of such a
masnitude that the K20 peroentaes in the sintered samples
would have been radically increased, rrors due to self
absorption by the internal standard line might have ro*
sulted,. owever, the average weight lose as s al enough
so that this potential source of error could be disregarded.
The fact that the potassium vaues were based on the
original unsintered samples meant that thi applied an
automatio correction for weight losses in the cosputation
of the analytieal results. Therefore, all reported pera
oentages for rubtdium, ceeium, and tbalilu are those
existinS in the orisinal samples.
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V7 Darelopmnt of a Quanttitative Netod
Quantitativo speotroahemleal analysts is based upon
the fact that when sample to volatilized in an are, mOst
elements present in the sample emit adiation In the form
of light. For any given element the intensity ofat this
radiation is a ffte tion of the oOeantratton of that
element. Rowever, the atter is soaploated by the taot
that many factors beside element Senoentration Lat lnwse
line intenslty as reoorded on the speotrogram. For a
much taller discussion of the basis for quantitatve
spectroehnical analysias the ro eer tos eferred to any
of the general texts on spectroseopy.
It is ;enea lly rewognised today that some form of
intrnal standartiationa must be employed to attain the
highest preelsion in a quantitative method, An ainteral
standartd mOeitod to one vwhere the oonoentrat ion of an element
is determined through its relationship to the intenasty
ratio of a line of the element to be determined and a line
of another element present in constant or known aimount.
Its general superiority is due to the fact that is asn
su*e that all the variables other than oncentration affooet
the intensities of the analysis line and internal standard
line in a similar manner, The most preoste results are
obtained in any method employings nternal standards when
the internal standard and analysis element have alsilar
ohera$ teristios. The factors which mst be onsidered in
the aboos in of an internal standard have been thoroughly
diswuseed by Ahrens (2) and need not be repeatod here.
(2) SuilU otmaS
It was mentioned earlier that one of the major faetore
whiob influeneed the wrtter to undertake this investIgation
was the presenee of a large number of eaples which had
been analysed for potassiuma This wa because potasasit
was known to be a satisfactory internal standard for the
other alkali metals, and the writer believed that it would
also be at least a fair isternal standard for thallium,
Nevertheless, it was conesidOerd nenssary to check its
effectiveness as an internal standard under the operating
conditions used for the analysis of the anpleso
The volatilization rates of potassium, rarubit d , and
*eslum from both a typlcal sanple and a synthetic ixture
were determined by areing each sample in the usual manner
exoept that the plate was racked down at the end of each
five second interval. The resulting plots of intensity
versus time are shown in FiS. d. It it seen that all
three elements volabtilie in a very similar manner both
Nttaber of 5 s*oon Intervals
S1 1 I 1 1 1
1ig. 6
Volatlization plots for rubidium, cesium and
poat&sium from a synthtic mixtur- (No. 1 and
ample 45125 ( o. 2). Some intensities have been
nrltiplied by a constant factor for convenience
in plott4ing
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from the sample and the synthetic mix, thus indlesatln
that good rproduatbility was to be expected, It is inater
estlng to note that while peak alkali emission from SaMple
45125 oesunred extremely early d*lra4 the aroing period,
peak emission from the syntheti astandard six ocurred
towards the end of the period This eounted for the
fact an4tiJg d4uring the preparation of the working ourves,
that the lines from the synthetic standards were always
weaker than those lines from natural materials with the
same element oncentration, due to peak alkali emiselon
from the standards never being recorded on the plate when
bthe standard proceduro with its arc ing period of 45 seconds
was used, Satiefactory volattlitsation ourves for thallitm
could not be obtained due to the slowness of the plate
moking mechanism on the gnn~ iestraument. However,
thallim sto known to be as volatile, if not more so, than
the alkali metals.
Exoeopt in the 1,tmdiate victanty of the eletwdes,
exettation In the . 0C arc is largely thermal. The
tomerature also varies ionegitudinally in the are aolumn,
and this causes a longitudinal variation in the exoitng
power of the arO. The stability of the various line pairs
to abanging excitation conditions was obheked by plotting
the longitudinal intensity distribution of the various
lines. Standard operating conditions wore used except that
the entire slt was sooetored by a constant avount. The
37
resultant lines were divided into 1.5 mm. long segments,
and the intensity of each segment determined in the usual
fashion, The plots of the longitudinal intensity distri-
bution for all the lines are shown in FPig. 7 and 8, Due
to fairly similar exciltation characteristcs, all the
intensity distribution ourves are seen to be very similar.
The intensity ratios of the various line pairs were there-
fore largely unaffected by chanzgin excitation conditions
in the are. The longitudinal positioning of the arc image
on the slit was also less oritical.
Chocks showed that the internal standard lines K 4047
and K 6939 would be free of self-absorption at the concen-
tration of potassium existing in practically all of the
samples. K 6939 was found to be free of self-absorption
at any conoontration, while Y 4047 was reasonably safe
provided the potassium concentration was not over about
five percent.
The effectiveness of potassium an an internal standard
element is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. From these plots one
can observe how satisfactory the compensation was for each
line pair. It is seen to be practically perteot for the
potassium-rubidium pair; satisfadtory for potassium-cesium;
and only fair for potassium-thallium. This is also the
order of inoreasing standard deviations, as would be expeated.
The effectiveness of potassium as an internal standard for
thallium was probably, as a general rule, somewhat better
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than the rather larg standard deviation would indicate,
but thert would be occasional samples where potassluw
afforded absolutely no oowpensation. These oocasional
wild fluetuation tin the intensity of the thallium lrin
were attributed to the fact that the lower level of fl 5350A
is a mastable one,
standard deviations with and, without internal tanidartd
inzation were compued for all the analysis elements. Use
of an internal standard tiproved the reproducibility in
all eases,
An internal standard is usually thought of' as an
element which is present in constant amrrount, In the
majority of methods this is so, but it need not be, for
it can be present in a variable amount providins it is a
known amount, 4uoh methods are known as variation internal
standard methods, and tte writer had to use such a type in
this investigation, The only digference between a method
of this type and the conventional type Is that in construct-
ing the working ourve, the intensity ratio of the line pair
is plotted against the concentration ratio of the analysls
elemort -and Internal stAniard, elemenot inteA of just veraus
the percenta3 of the analysis element.
The resulting working ourves are similar to the ordina
43
types, except that measurements thould 5enerally be re*
strioted to the straight line portions of thbe urvaes Self*
absOrption by the analysis line flattens the upper seotions
of both types of working curves. 1With an ordinary type
of workins curve, this "shoulder" can be used, although
aoouracy is considerably reduced. With a variation method
thouWL, =ech a shoulder can be used only when the per*
oentase of internal standard in the earples Is approxitmate
ly equal to the internal standard content of the standards.
he intensity of radliation eitted from the are oolumn
tois a function of the consentration of the element *ittin5
the radiation, However, the quantity measured by the
spectrographer is the density of the spectral line pro,*-
duced by that radiation. Usuatly this relatioship tis
bov , in h10,i ' e where density is plotted
against the logarithm of the light Intensity. This curve
is called the charaoterlstle curve of the phoktoraphil
emulaTon under the given co itions. The logarithe of
the ltight intensity Is generally used as this results in
a curve havfln a considerable straight line portion, The
relationship between density and intensity of inotdent
radiation is quite compliated and dependent upon many
factors. The whole course of the oharacteristie curve
44
aest be obtained experimentally as there is no simple math-
esatical re'lationship between these two quantitIes.
Plate oalibration refers to the solence of determintag
the response of a photographio emulsion to incident light.
The nature of this problem has been adequately covered
in mmn r~' ent books on spectroseopy and will only be
summarized briefly here, the problem of aeeurate plate
calibration must be fsoed by every speotrosrapher who
desires to obtain precise quantitative results*
The more important of the many faotors which influenee
this relationship aret intensity and wavelength of the
radiation; intermittancy effect; failure of the reciprooty
law; Eberhard effects time of exposure; type of exposure;
temperature and type of developer; and time of develop*
met. Some of these are, of course, under the direct
control of the spetrographer and oan be held essentlally
constant during any investigation The effoot of other
variables can often be minimized by producing the eal*
ibration spectra in the eame exposure time and in the same
manner as is used for the unknown samples.
(2) Fremenu y c albration
There la no unanimity of opinion on this subject.
Opinions range from those spectrographers who believe that
not only should every plate be oalibrated, but dtfferent
parts of the same plate should be calibrated separately;
45
to others who believe that only one plate from a given
batch should be calibrated. Of course, frequency of o&l*
ibration really depends upon the precision desired; how
closely the variables are controlled; and the unifor ity
of the emulsiton.
The writer found the emulsion types used in this
work to have an extremely uniform contrast from plate to
plate provided the pro s sin condittloe were losely
ontrolled. In view of tbhis and of the fact that acourate
calibration methods are somewhat time consumin, it was
decided to ealibrate earefully each lot of emulsion bearing
the same emulsion number ant use the same characteristic
curve for all plates with that enalston number, All
analysis ad ealibraton plates were processed in an idert
tical manner as possible, This method gave very satlsw
faetory and eonsistent results, and the writer believes
that it resulted In better precision than would have been
the ease had each plate been ealibrated separately using
a faster but lees accurate method.
(3) CAlmbXI~at
There are many possible ways of oalibrating an emulsion,
and the interested eader is agatn referred to any general
spectroscople text where these various methods are d w*
oussed. The method used by the writer was one which Is in
46
wide use today due to its relative simplicity. It ooa
stated of plating a apidly rotating stepped seator le
ediately tn treaont of the evenly illuminated slit of the
speetrgraph, The steped seatrr used was of. the double
symotrital type with its ede out back In steps of in-
reasing depth, The step faotor, which Is the relation
between the exposures given by two adjacent steps, was
two. Sinoe a line Is merely an image of the alit, and
the number of flashes for all steps is the same, eash
spoetral line thus showsve a graduated series of expoasures
whose relative values are known.
The steped sector method bhas been oritised in the
past as not providing a valid method of plate calibration
due to possible errors arsing from failure of the roote-
proeity law and the interitteoy effect. However, later
workers have justified its use provided It is used with
ears and within the limitations imposed by the reciprooety
law. The writer. fele that it provided a valid Qsllbra
tion method beeause exposure ttsee and conditions for both
oalibrating and unkown exposures were approximately the
same; thus minimizing any ponsible errors due to failure
of the reciprooity law or the intermitten'y effect. An
indiotion of its validity was that two calibration ourves
resultinS from two exposures made with the same exposure
ties but different sPurce intensities oould be overlapped
sattafactorily,
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Fig. 11
Optical arrangement used to achieve even slit
illumination on prism spectrograph
Fig. 12
Optical arrangement used to achieve even slit
illumination on grating spectrograph
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a distanoe from this lens that an image of the source was
formed on the collimator. Because each point of the source
illuminates the entire 'Tength of the slit, reasonably even
i'umnination results. To prevent background-prodoiong
conttnuous radiation from enter n, the system, the images
of the Zlowing electrode tips were masked off by placing
masking strips at the top and bottom of the collimator. A
35 am. horizontal strip was left unmasked. When the ana
lytical gap was maintained at not less than 10 rm., no
continuous radiation could enter the system. To control
the position of the are olumn continurously duri*n a call-
bration exposure, an additional apherical lens was placed
alongside the ar in the proper position to project an
image of the are onto the laboratory al. This, combined
with the use of properly placed referenoe marks, made
possible the continuous maintenance of the proper arc sap
and position.
A photographic check of the evenness of slit illumi-
nation was mrde, The cheak lines were each divided into
seven 1.5 mm, ong segmetnts, and then photometered. The
results re shown in FigS 13. The evenness of illumination
it seen to be quite satisfactory, as the few small.varlas-
tions are quits random, This photogra hio check was made
using the same exaosure time as was used for the alibra-
tinsg exposures. The only difference between the two set-
ups was e that a sector which seqtored the entire length of
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the alit was used in plate of the step sector.
The optical arranSment used to provide even slit 11-
lumination on the grating instrument to shown in Fig.12 
Two eylindrical lenses were mounted between the source and
the slit, The short foaus lens nearest the source had its
axis vertical end threw a vertioal line of light onto the
slit fooussed only In a horizontal plane, The long focu.s
lens at the lit with its axis horizsontal projected an
image of the source onto the aollimating miTrror as a hor~*
sontal band of light foouased in the vertical plane only.
As first set-up, this arrangement gave vory .atisfactory
and uniform slit llumination provided the optical system
was properly aligned, ovwever,, considerablo background
always seemed to be present in the steps with a large
seeoor aperture (See Photograph B in Pig,14 )* This was
very noticeable when arbon electrodes were used instead
of Iron electrodes. A critleal review of the optical
system revealed that any continuous rad'ation from the
Slowing electrode tips could enter the system, because the
first cylindrcal les fooussed only in the horisontal
plane. To eliminate the entry of this continuous rodiation
into the system, this short focus lense was competely
masked exoept for a horizontal "trip aporoximately 4 "m.
wide at its center, This nasklng, combined with nsintainr
ing the are gap as gmeat as possible without causing an
unsteady are, proved extremely sucessful in screenlng out
52
all the continuous radiation coming from the glowVing ele-*
rode tips. before and after photographs are shown in Fig.
14 Q Operatin3 ooritilons Ean exposure tiaes were the
same in both ouses.
(5) Conostructon of 'r, nte-ri$USg oHuMa
All the characteristic curves used for the various
spectral reSions were constructed in the same ; anner. A
described previously, a rotatins atopped sector was used
to proide a uniformily traded serias of exposures. Al-
thouth seven steps were avallable on the sector, generally
only 3 or 4 points for each line fell in the useable
density ranSge Consequently, no one line save a sufficient
number of points for accurately plottIng the whole ourve.
However, a complete curve was obtained by laterally shift*
Inf two or more partial curves until they overlapped.
This could be done sine ete r lative rather than absolute
intensities were desired, and when two lines of different
intensities but ap roxi tely the same wavelength are
plotted, the two calibration curves are displaced due to
the different intencity seales. The p-- -g * separation
of the curves gives the intensaty ratio of the two lines.
As all the curves were plotted in a similar manner,
construction details will be ven for only one curve,
that used for eallbrating emulsion type 105-J at a waver
length of 5350.. io obtain calibration data, a 103-J
?Is* 14
Reduetion of background by proper
masking of lens.
~, Jasked. 2. Not :ze sed.z&
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plate vas exposed for 45 seconds to the radiation from an
Iron are run at 3 amperes. The previously desoribed a&r-
ranement of two oyolitdrioal lenses was used to insure
even slit llttumination Other operatirng onditions were
identical with those listed in Table 2 except that a seven
step sector with a step factor of two was used in place of
the special three stop setor, Six iron lines having an
appropriate range of intensities and lying within 25A of
5350A were then photometerod in the usual fashion, and the
opacities of all measurable steps calculated. The results
are listed below:
1 2 3 4 5 5
1:2 64 20.8 45.5 71.4 100.0 - -
1:4 32 3,82 9.25 17.2 76.9 -
1:8 16 1.49 2.35 3.52 30.3 100,0 -
1:16 8 1.11 1.26 a 6.50 62.5 83.3
1:32 4 - - 1.85 15,4 52.6
164 2 - - - 1.16 3.40 15.2
1:128 1 a 1.42 3.46
These data were then plotted in the usual fashion, and
the resulting partial charaoteristic ourves are shown in
Fig.15 * The relative intensities of these six lines were
determ d b einn y surns the separation of these partial
tFIG, -I
PARTIAL CALIBRATION
CURVES USED IN THE
CALISRAT ON OF 103-T
PLATES AT A 53OA
ELATIVE INTENSITY --
A) )0oIO0I Z $
:
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orves. Line 4 was arbitrarily assisned an intensity of
one The next step was to combine this family of curves
Into one Ourve based on the curve for line 4. This we
aosoplishd by multiplying the value of the relative in.E
tesity torc eac step of each line by the relative ntensiaty
of that line eompanod with line 4. For example, the inS
tensity ratio of line 1 to line 4 is 2,98, a-n eorsequenty
the ourve tot line 5 will come into coacidence with the
eurve for line 4 if the opacities for line 5 are plotted
againat the following oorrected relative Intoenatles.
flwyA
16 x 2.98 100.0
8 x 2.98 62,5
4 x 2.98 15,4
2 x 2#98 3*4
1 x 2# 98 1.42
The resultant eepeostle oalibration ourve to bown tn
PFig 16. The soattering of ponlat in the higher density
regisn is beleved due to errors caused by stray light in
the siorophotonter, This woe at serlous though, because
by selection of the proper seotored stop, use of this
section of the, sure could generally be avoited.
This emlaon type was on"ibrated for the wavelongth
JL-1a
aomgwd 41mTan-via
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region in th vicinitty of the thallium line at 5350A and
for the region near the potaastus line at 4A T ihe
eonstruation of the oalibratton rve for the 5350A region
has already been doesribed, The 404TA region was oalto
brated in a similar fashion, and the oharaoteristlo ourve
ahows in Fi8g 17.
The contrast for the 5bDA spe tral region (Baso
243) as oonsiderably hgher than the oatrast for the
4047A region (geas a * 1.). This was not unexpected
though as the contrast in the region of optical sensltt
sation is frequently higher than in the blue or violet.
It did moan though that both oearve had to be used for the
thallium detersnsatons. The determination of correoat
intensity ratios for two lines of widely varytng warve-
length is really a problem of hbeteoohromouo photomotry
and requires a oalibration source where the intonsity
distribution as a funation of wavelength is known so that
the proper separation for the two ealibration eNrves aa
be determined. However, seh sourees are rather hard to
obtain and are really not mnoessary for prctioal work.
The solution aopted by the writrer was to let the two
ealibrattion urveos crs at an arbttary point. The r*
aulting thalituaopotassius intensity ratios were then
purely arbitary but were significant so Iong as the two
oalibration curves were satntalnd in the same relatlve
positions when referring to workbn oarves derived frm them.
ro
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(7) ata e at * a e t
The 14 type emalieos was salibrated like the 103.
type with one moeaption. Instead of an ron ano , s eries
of stanmMards ostaising varying amouts of the analysis
lements were used to provide the ealibration dta The
only dfr omeIc e treo the standaM l alkalm st-up was the
optioal arrangeont used to provide even slit 1illustntsoa,
Thus, the 1* plates were oalibratod under conditione
VTloh were almost precse duplioatee of those which were
used for the analyses. Brros due to alibration were
thus redueod to a mtainmu by this procedure.
The composete salibration ourve obtaned for thoe 1,
omalsion s showvn toin Pg18 * The conteast (gamma 0 317)
was found to be oonstant within the experimental error of
determination is the wavelength region from 5600A to 840OA.
The slope of the straight Itne portion averaged 72T.lP
1/2t. Slopes outside of this range wre very rare and wer
probably due to mteophoer tria er o# r in the detorminatIon
of line density.
As a result of this oonsUant contrast, only one clt*
bration curve was used for this rPSon. The employment .of
a single eallbration ourve is strietly valid only in a
spectral region where both plate oontrast and plate senoi
tivity are oonstant. Determinatton of plate sensitivity as
a funotion of wavelength again requires a sour*e whose
*0
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intensity as a fu Ction of wavelength is known. Hflowever,
this type of calibration was not considered necessary, as
a constant variation in sensitivity would merely result in
incorrect intensity ratios; yet would have no effect on the
accuracy of the deterwinations for this variation In ninsl-
tivity would be compensated for in the working curve.
Spot checks made on quite a number of routine analysis
plates showed that the proceslsinj procedure maintained a
very reproducible contrast.
clratn o9iurves
As can be seen in Figs. 16, 17, and 18; the typical
oharacteristLc curve has a pronounced "toe" at low density
values. The flatness ofthis type of curre at Iow intensity
values tends to make calibratlon rather inaccurate in this
region. This caused considerable concern at first, beoa se
if a satisfactory prsclsion was to be attained in the
thallium and cesium determinations, accurate background
corrections were essential. This in turn demanded accurate
low-density calibration curves.
A suitable plate calibration function was found in the
Seldel function which is defined as follows:
Seidel Function : -
This function has been discussed by Kaiser (12 ). The
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lower portion of the ohanoteristic ourve becomes a straight
line when it io used in plaoe of the doensty. The writer
does not believe that there ito any futndgmental nerease in
aaura c wbhen this Seidel function Is used. However, It tis
muoh easter to fit a ourve aeourately to data which follows
a libar trend than to data whioh does not, and it is
probably for this reason that use of thts funetion tinreases
the ceuracy of oalibmrtion at low densities
Plots of the Seldel function versu relative exposure
for both emulsion types are shown in PIgs. 19 ad 20, It
en be seen that a perfectly straight line between 2$ *ad
95% transmission to the result in both eases. Ite writer
believes tht use o hehat f th del un f ction for the deteo-rs
nation of baekground iatensties in the thallium and
eestum determinatlons substantially increased the preo
Early expe'lments by the writer on the use of the
Seidel funotion 1generlly showed the presenoe of a small
"se". iowver, this *tot* disappeared, at least down to
the lowest measurable density, when suitable preoautions
were taken to eliminate continuous radiation from the eali
brattin speotrum thus indieating a possible connection
between baokground and the presenoe of this "toe", It this
is eorrect, then the Seidel funetion would-be a useful way
of determiniag whether a oalibrating spectrum wts free of
error*produtlng background radiaston,
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(9) Mahrsso.LLokr fstheS)an
Aoaording to Sawyer (19), one of the beat ohooks on
the aoouracy of any calibration method is to prove that it
is saef*eonistont. Earlier in this sootion, it ws ren*
tioned that the calibration methods used In this work had
been proven to be reasonably self*oonsaitent throu3h the
fact that the partial oharaoterlstle curves could be eatls*
tfatortly overlapped. In this respect, the Z*N emulsion
was a ltStt4l tter than the 103,* emulsion although both
were sattsfactory,
Another cheek tos that anurato calibration w1ll
affeet the slope of the working ourve. Thus the fact that
the slopes of all working ourves were praotically equal to
the theoretical 45 ones the naeassary baokoround oone -
tions had been made indioated that the oal1batton methods
werw reasonably aeo4aUte.
On most speotrograms It to possible to observe a general
overall blackening superimposed on the ie speotra#. This
to spectral background and it toa due to the effect ofr ca
tinuous radiation whtoh generally comes from several sources,
Amona the most tSmportant are the tinadescent tips of eloa-
trodes, inodeosent particles of sample and earbon whith ar
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wafted up into the are colurin, and scattered light from
various oomponents of the optical system Heavy back-
ground poses a rather serious problem as the resulting
denlty of a spectral line is due not just to the intensity
of the line, but rather to the intensity of the line plus
the intensity of the background at the wavelcngth of the
line, Fairly heavy back!round can be 1inored in quanti-
tative spectrosoopy only in a few selected cases; thus
the problem which usually faces the analyst is how to
correct for the presence of this background.
Of course the beat solution is to try to select the
operating eonlltlons in uch a Trannert hat the background
intensity is reduced to a negligible l vel. ocasiocnally
though, in spite of selectinS the cptimum conditions, the
bctroun1d intensity is still aptreIable. This was true
for the thalliu deterinat*on, where brlctround corrections
had to be ma t on ovcry s ple.
Uneorrected background eauses a working curve to depart
from a straight line at low conontmntions and apnroach the
ooncentration axis asyrptotieally. Neleatin the presene
of the backsround and plotting the working ourve with a
"toe" would, of course, be one way of compensating for the
presence of background proviled its intensity was fairly
reproduaible from sample to sample. However, background
intensitles were found to be extremely variable not only
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from sasple to sample but also in separate exposures of
tWe same samples This taot was particularly noticeable
in the thallxum determinations, Two duplicate sasples
would oeoassionally give extremely smwoth and identical
burns, at least as far as could be visually determned,
and yet the baokround densities would be radically df*
feiont,
(2) ilackgrsau orrsotqg
There are a large number of referoenes in the ltter
atu pertaning to to he geeral subjeot of background
correstion which lndicates that this It a subject of
major oonern to speotrographers. This literature is
also extremely vague on the subjeot of just when to
apply a beokground aorrection. However, the writer
believed that it should be possible to make a more pr"ise
statement as to when a orrection should be applied. The
overall level of the background density did not seem to
be as important as its offset on the intensity ratio of
the analysis line to the internal standard line Also,
it seemed Important that fhe standard deviation of a method
due to random errors other than baokground should be on-*
sidered along with the effeot of background on the In*
tensity ratio of the line pair. As a result of these two
considerations, it seemed logical to state that a back-
ground eorrection should be applied whenever the percentage
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error in the determination of the intensity ratio of the
line pair due to spectral baeefround is greater than the
standard deviation to be expected from the other random
errors inherent in the method. The foregoing oriterion
was used throughout this investigation.
Early woes in the field used to correot for baloko
growm by subtracting te baekground density from the
ombned line plus background density. The noor otese
of this method is eloarly evident when one looks at the
chareteristic ourve that conneate plate response and
intensity of incident light. Naohtrieb ( 16 ) has shown
mathematisally as well that subtraction of densities is
equivalent to divIding the lUtapluhsbaCkground intensty
by the backround intensity. He has also abshown that the
sometimes used practio of "serolngt the mcropbotoimeter
in the backgrouln is equivalent to performing a subtraot-
ion of densities,
the most aeaurate method for making background eor-
retions is the one used by the writer in this inveast*
Sation. This oontsated of converting the density of the
baoiksground to intensity by use of the emulasion oharatter*
istic ourve and then subtracting its value from the total
intensity of the, litneplusobaselround This is a rather
tie*e onsuming method but to probably suffitently aurate
provided the folitowin two assumptions are tre o First,
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it is aamed that the backSround intensity underlying the
line to the same as iA the imeadiate neighborhood where the
background reading was taken; this Is probably justified
in the great majority of cases. Second, the assumption
is nade that the response of a photographic emulsion to
a oontinuum is the same as it is to monochromatic radiation.
It is on this seoond point that there still is consider-
able controversy among spectrographers. Strook (20) and
others have reported that the slope of the characteristic
ourve for a contium toi less than the slope for mono*
ohromatio radiation. Other spectrographre have reported
that there were no slope differences for the two types of
radiation, T hose who reported finding such differenoes
attributed the reason to the Eberhard effeoot Although
the writer made no detailed investijation into this
problem, a qualitative appraisal of the more than 400
background corrections made during the determination of
thallium indicated that, at least for 103*J plates at
5350A, the charateristlo curves for continuous and mono-
chromatic radiation would not have coincided in their
entirety. It was hard to obtain an accurate picture due
to the somewhat variable nature of the background itself,
and time did not permit experiments to determine the true
shape of the oharacteristic ourve for continuous radiation
at 5350A, All background oorrections were made us4ag the
characteristio curve for monoohromatic radiation at 5350A.
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Tf the two ourves are identical, then the ratio of the
ba~okround intensities of two nei5hboring steps should be
equal to the step factor of two, For low an4 mediau density
values this was Senerally found to be true. For increaeinS
values of density though, there seemed to be a rough come w
lation between the overall level of the baokSround donsity
and the magnitude of the deviation from two* This would
ildiatte that the slope of the harch terlttio ourve for
a eontinuum was less than the slope for the sonochrematie
ourve in agrement with the findin s of Strock and others*
It is asum~ed here, of aourse, that errors in the eterti-
nation of the intensity ratio due to fatlure Of reciprocity
law and the intermittaney effect were negizible as the
oalibrating exposures had been proven to be self-o.rattent,
The following sketch illustrates what the writer believes
to -be the relationship between the two our-os, at least for
103-0 plates at 5350A,
As the two curves probably coinolde for densities up to
about 0.5 (transmission 30), no errors will result by
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using the monoehrorm ati surve for determnation of back
ground intensities up to this donalty level. Tn the thallius
determinations, the majority of background deflections fell
in the region where the two ourves coincided,
In the photometry of all lines thE gsneral praotio
was to record the background deflection imnediately after
the deflection of the line plus background had been re-
corded, There possible, baeOround dsfloitione were taken
far enough away from the tine to avoid possible errors
from the terhard effect, Both aides of a line were
seanned an if the baekround seeed at all variable an
attempt was made to strike a mental average. If back-
ground measurements had been made on two steps, the one
with the lower density was Senerally selected to otnpute
the backgroun correcteion
(C) Correatnl ffr. *intl " bagksrouMy
Every hotoSraphic plate has a "threbshold" interasity
level due tO the inertia of the erulsalon, tLtht whose
intensity in below this "thresoV" vr lue will leave no
visible effeoot on the p'ate in the form- of inareased density.
This fact can ooeeassionrly result in fairly large errors
in the determination of the intensity of weak Lpeotral
linjs. For example, spectral background may be just below
the "threshold" value ar,,d by itse f wold produ.ic no effeot,
but the intnalty of spcctrel lines will be increased by the
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addition of this "invisible" background. For a very weak
spoetral line, the poenta error in the determination
of its intensity may be quite large. The writer has fr-**
quently heard Oomplaints by co-workers in the Cabot tab-
oratory that backgrond oorrctions often seemed to be
of excessive magnitude. It is believed that this is often
the result of a worker not appreciating the signifioane
of the fetat that each emulsion does have a "threshold"
level. For example, when a line which has been placed on
a plate with a step sector is photometered, there are
frequently three or more steps where the line is of the
proper desity to be measured, If backsround is visible
in some steps and not in others, the analyst will fre-
quantly mistakenly believe that a background correction
can be avoided by photometorng the line in the step where
no background is visible This ito manifestly an IncOrrect
proaoeure bause seotoring does not chane the line*
background ratio. In the step where baekground has seem*
ingly vanished, all that has happened is th.at the baok
ground intensity has fallen below the "threshold" level
of the emulsion and leaves no visible record exoept that
all spectral lines have an increased density. IT back-
Sround is present in any step to the extent that a correY o
tion is oonsidered necessary, then every step will require
a eorroction Itf, in a series of stepped spectra, bacek*
groundt orrections are oonsAdered necessary but It t
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considered more aocurate to measure the line plus book*
round response in a step where there is no visible baok*
ground, the proper amount of backround oorrection can be
calculated by measuring its density in a step where it is
visible and multiplying the result by the proper astop factors,
?Te corrplaint that background eorrections are fre-
quontly excessive rosults from the analyst photormtering
lines in the steps where no bakgr39 oun is visbls even
though the background-to-#*ne intensity ratio is such that
a correction to required. In a series of standards where
the intensity of the analysis line gradually diminishes,
the baogrmund intensity generally remains at a fairly
constant level with a consequent increase in the baokground
to-lirpe itonsity ratio with diminishing concentratlon of
the analysis element, On photometering the standard plates,
the analyst, by selecting the proper step, often does not
aonsier a backSround correction necessary until the lowest
standard or two when there is no question but that a cor*
reotion la required. Then this is made it frequently
aounts to 509 or so of the line plus backround intensity,
and the anal.yst then begins to wonder about the ralidity
of this nethod of baokground correction.
The following example Is 5iven to show the effect of
neglecting this bakground in the oonstruction of a work*
ing curve. This example ti taken from the writer's work
P0
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in the construction of a working curve for thallium where
the signifioanos of "invisible" background first became
apparent,
RATIo .
A B c D E F
CONC.colic.
Fis. 21
The dashed line In Fig. 21 shows the approximate shape
of the woerkin ourve before any backround conrections had
been applied. Standards A and S obviously required back*
ground corrections and, when these were made, the intensity
ratios decreased as indinted. At 0 and D it wao possible
to measure the line intensttles in steps where no back*
ground was visible; therefore no 9orreotion was considered
neoessary at first, het an attempt was made to draw a
arrecoted working curve, however, it was found that the
values for the intensty ratios at points A,, B, E, and P
could be connected by a straight line of ap-roxmately 4$
slope, but the values at C and D fell above this line. As
coon as the significance of the photographic "threshold"
levelwas ealedhe r lized, the requisite amount of background
oorreation was calculated by determining its intensity in
a step where it was visible and uultiplyin the result by
the proper step factor. Then this correction was applied,
the values of the itenalty ratios at C and D were reduced
by the proper amount ani fell nicely onto the line that
connected the remaining points.
(4) EftM'$ oR aC noat
It is hard to assess exaotly the offoot of background
on preclsion, but there is little doubt that preolalon and
aecuracy diminish whenever background corrections are made
due to some or all of the following factors: possible
errors in calibration, possible differences in the slopes
of calibration ourves for monochromatic radiation and
oontinuum, variable baokground, Sberhard effoot, and smtero
photometric errors. The writer believes that pr cision
lessens as the lne-to-background ratio doereases.
The samples used in experimenta to obtain precosion
data gave an average amount ofr background.
(5) faftet o n Iimum dettibtl thy
The statement has been made in the literature that a
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'ine is uesable in quantiiative nlyst ,aov~ed its
intenity i at l.st 0.1 to 0.3 ties the brcikrund
intensity. The triter verlfted this staterent for type
103-J plates where the min tum useable ratio was found to
be 0.2 to 0,3. The mininmum useeabe ratio should also depend
on p~te contrat, dtitnishing as plate contret increaaes,
As a rsult of this rrtio, It is easily scen that dsteotion
linits will increase an bckground itenzsty increnases. A
salgh' raount of brokroumn is necessary to ensur& that
the rva x iu desrablp exposure has been reached, but heavy
background it always undesirable as it lowera precision
and increases the detection l~mit.
The development pro es to on of the variables which
influeneoss the slope of the characterist ourve. There*%-
fore, where only one calibration curve was constructed for
a given emuratlon lot, every effort, was made to provide
identical development conditions for all Imp ortant plates,
so that errors due to the development prooea would be kept
at a minirmum
(2) tDevetopme
Anl plates were developed in Eastman rK~ak developer
D-19 (diluted 1 1 with water) for 4 1/2 mlnutes, One.
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gallon lotse of D19 atook solution were made up aceording
to the nuamfacturr's dirotions and were stored nL the
refrigerator, For day to day use, a small portion of this
stook solution was diluted with an equal quantity of dls.
tilled water and stored in one pint stopoered bottles, To
avoid variations in the development process due to depletion
of the developer, each pint bottle was generally used to
develop the equivalent of three 4 x 10 plates and then die*
carded,
Tray development at a eamperature of 2000 was used.
Although thermostatit control of developer temperature was
not available, developer temperatureo generally deorated
less than t 100 exept durins periods of unasually hot or
*old darkroom teperaturs, Whenever it was known that the
variation would be greater than ± 1o, some compensation
was attempted by edjusti tg thbe tainitial temperature of the
developer to be slightly greater or lees than 2000. bhen,
as Its temperature either tell or rose during the course
of development, the average temperature tended to approxi-
ate 20'0.
for the most lensalstet results In the developent of
quantitative plates, some form of developer agitation such
as rooking the tray or brushing the emulsion is usually
reemme ded. Peilur to agitate the developer can lead to
local depletion of developing agents and oonsequent under
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development of certain portions of the plate, This is
usually called the Eberbard effect. A reduoed density in
the center of a dense spectral line and a0o in the back*
ground density mtamdiately adjoining a dense line is the
usual result of the bePrhard effoct, Just how tiportant
this effect Is as a variable in the photographic process
is not yet thorouShly establiehed. Some speetrographors
feel that It is a relatively minor one compared to the other
variables, However, it Is withsin the writer'*s iexperience
on plates developed without agitation that the baokgroumn
density Immediately adjoining a strong line is sometimes
considerably less than the average background density,
This is an important point to keep in mind .when baokground
eorrections are rzeeesary.
There are many esuggestions n the iterature eoeneeoning
the proper method of agitatloen. The two most seommon non*
mechanical methods are root king the tr4y and brushing the
surface of the emulsion with a wide eamel's hair brush.
Both are designed to remove the broomide-rich depleted
developer from the surface of emulsion and introduce freh
developer there. Harrison ( 10) claims that simple motion
of the developer by roeking the try will not remove an
extremely thin layer of depleted developer that clings
tightly to the surface of the exulsion, He further believes
that the berhard effect results from this thin fits, ad
that it can be removed only by constant brushing of the
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emulsion surface during development* Other spestrogSaphers
while agreeing that brush development is probably the most
satisfactory for extremely accurate work, nevertheless feel
that "rocking the tray" methods can give highly satie-
factory results provided the rocking cycle is not of suoh
a type that standing waves of developer are set up in the
tray with resulting under and over developed bands on the
plate.
The writer initially planned to use brush development
but abandoned this idea when it was found that camel's
hair brushes of proper size (width greater than 4") were
not available. An agitation method recommended by the
Eastman rodak Company in their data book "7rocensing &-
Formulas" ( 22 ) was then selected and used for all im-
portant quantitative plates. In addition the amount of
developer used was kept to a minimum, and the area of the
developing tray was just slightly larger than the area.
of the plates being developed.
(3) Ewl£a1
All plates were fixed in rodak Acid Fixing bath for a
minimum period of ten minutes plus clearing time. The fixer
was roused until the clearing time reached twenty minutes
when it was renewed. The temperature of the fixin bath,
while not critical, nevertheless should not be radically
different from that of the developer, otherwise reticulation
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and peeling of the emulaion may result.
Plates were washed by placg then emulsion aide up at
the bottom of a tray into which tap water wvs oontinuously
introduced through a rubber hose in suoh a fashion that it
did not fall directly on the emutsion, All plates were
washed for at least thirty minutes. Reticulation a d undue
softeninag ot th emulsiaon through use of too warm wash water
was avoided by floating toe oubes in the wash water; this
generally kept the water close to the proper temperature.
At first a fw plates were also spoiled by plunSing them
into much too sold ash w sh water whih resulted in a peeling
of the emulsion due to the gelatin layer oontracting faster
than the glass plate. As it was impractical to warm the
wash water, the following expedient was tried and found to
work suoesstully whenever very cold wash water had to be
used. Upon removinS a plate from the fixin bath, a stream
of cold water was run over the glass aide for about a minute
before placing it in the wash water. This allowed both the
glass plate and gelatin layer to contract without setting up
disruptive stresses between them
Occasionally the 10>J plates would still have a slight
yellowish tinge remaining after washing; this was attributed
to residual traces of the special sensitizing dye used.
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After washing, the plates were "stripped" of the filny
layer deposited on them by the tap water by holdins them
under a gentle stream of water and carefully rubbing both
sides with the palm of the hand. After "stripping", the
plates were rinsed with distilled water and set aside to
dry in a dust free location* Some of the earlier plates
were ewabbed with a moist visose sponse to remove the
layer of surfaoe water remalning after rinsing, but this
was later found to be unnessary. No water marks resulted
when this procedure was followed.
!P!~. aratI n. of. aa rd s
(I) SaIlns
Standards should, if at all possible, resemble closely
the unknown samples both physioally and in chemical ompo*
sition. In particular it is desirable to have the elements
to be determined exist in the same state in the standards
as they are thought to exist in the unknown samples. There*
fore the ideal standards for this work would have been a
series of naturally oeourring sedimentary samples that had
been accurately analyzed by ohemiaal methods for the elements
to be determined. However, as Is so often the ase in
speotroohemioal analysis, suah ideal standards wore not
available due to the nonexistance of aeourate ohemical methods
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for the determination of traces of rubidium, eotnsu, and
thal.tumn, Consequently, it was neotaary to resort to
syntheti standards, and it it enerally due to the use of
such standards that quantitative spectrodhemicn results
somettmes have a systematio bias,
(2) repara~to of axytet4 s iMAtertl
Por the base material of these standards, a sxture
which rosembled Olosely an ave*rae shale in ross hestleal
eornpoelton was synthestsed. Ranka (18) lists the
followin analysis as betng typieal of the avefSe shale,
It is based on the analyslt of a romposite sample of 78
shales.
SiC2  * 58,3
A1203  e 15.47
too * 6,07
so * 2.245
aOo e 3,12
t20 * 1*31
IC 0 3.25
fr' - 5.02
002 2.64
97*71
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Twenty grams of base material were prepared, as followis
S0 2  60% 12 gramas
A12 03  15% 3
Fe203 5% I
420 3  10% 2
aO 5% 1 "
With the exception of the O02*a all the components of this
mixture were reagent grade ohemieals used without further
purification. The 5102 was obtained from naturally our*
ring quartz orystals ("Hertkler Diamonds"),
All the components were thoroughly mixed by Srinding
them together in a mortar. The resulting mixture was then
placed in a platinum orucible and sinteord for five hours
in a muffle furnace at a temperature of 92500 This
aintered material, after a second grindins, was used as the
base for the preparation of the standard mixtures, A
spectrogranhie exmination of this base material showed it
to be free from detectable amounts of thallium, rubidium,
and cesium.
* The quartz orystals were first handpitked to remove
rose impurities. They wore then heated to about 500-600%C
and quenched in *old water to render them wore amenable to
erushing. After rshting them down to pea size on an anvil,
and a second handpicking, they were ground down to a fine
powder in a tungsten carbide mortar,
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One requirement for the use of a variation internal
standard method is that the wolrking urves for different
internal standard contents be pa-allel9 To cheek this
point it was considered neaessary to make two sets of
standards oontaining identical amounts of the analysis
elements but with different amounts ao potassiu, two
sets containing 1% K and 2% K respeotively were prepared
as a large peroentago of the unknown samples had potassium
conentrations lying between these two values, These two
mixtures were prepared by adOing ap~popriate amounts of
a200 3 (reaSent grade) an follows:
6#7538 ms sintenrd base 6.8769 grams sintered base
?otal 7 7#0000 "
For each mixture, the K200, was mixed with about 1*2 gram
of the base and ground in an aSate mortar for 5 minutes,
The resultint mixture was then aombined with the rema der
of the base and tmied by grinding for 20 minutes in a
small poreelain mortar,
Opectrogsrphc examination of these two mixtures still
showed no detectable traces of thallium and ceslum, but a
definite trae, of rubldium was present, probably due to
its presence as an impurity in the *200 The amount
present was later determined by use of an "addition method"
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and taken into consideration when the working curves for
rubidium were constructed.
(3) -Projration of stear-
Considerable time was devoted to the preparation of
the standard mixtures, because aeurate standards were
essential if signif leant and aaeurate results were to be
achieved. The preraration of standards containing as
little as 0,0001% of an element presents a problem, for
at this level of concentration, the compound of the element
added must have a partlele sise of a few microns or less,
and be uniformly dispersed throughout the body of the
mixture if fluctuations in composition are to be avoided.
Any method of preparation selected must be such as to
achieve this end.
The method selected by the writer for each of the
standard mixtures was to prepare a primary s-tandard on*
tanins all of the analysis elements at a conentration
level of 10%; this avoided any significant weighing error,
A series of the more dMlute standards were then prepared
by making suocessive dilutions with the pure matrix, Prepa*
ration in this fashion avoided non-uniformity due to large
dilution faotors. A dilution factor of 0.1 was chosen,
This factor is frequently used by spectrographers as it
has the advantage of giving ra equal spa ntng of points
along the concentration axis when a logarithmic seale is used.
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All of the elements to be determined wore incorporated
into the base in the form of sulphates. The sulphate was
seleoted because it decomposes into the oxide when heated.
The primary standard (1% K), containing 10% of each analysis
element oaloulated as the oxide, was oonstituted as follows:
242,1 mrg.
118.8 "
367.9 "
128.4 "
142.8 "
Total weight 1000.0 ar.
1% synthetic base
T12504
LiS2 0so4
Lithium sulphate was also added because it was proposed
to analyze for lithium at the time these standards were
prepared.
The weaker standards wore then prepared using the
dilution factor of ' 0 as follows:
10.00 Primary standard
1.00 100 gO . (I) atd.
0*,16 316.2 a. (2
0,100 " (3"
0.0316 " " (4 "
0,0100 " (5"
0.00316 " " 6"
0.00100 " "
0,000316 " "
0.000100 i " (9 "
0,0000316 " (10 "
0.0000100 " " (11 "
(1% K)
+ 900 me, (1 x)
*
+ i
+ t
+
1
2
3
4
56
78
9
10
11
12
ifrrsett
ft
if
tI
ft
Ft
It
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Each standard was mixed by rI~ nnz for ten minutes in an
asate mortar A relatively now mortar with an unworn
Grinding surface was used for all rAixing. The mortar was
thoroughly cleaned between rtndaeds to preclude contai-
nation ca weaker standard with residutl traces of a
higher concentration standard. A!l1 the components ot
these standards wero dried for one hour at 1050 C before
preparatlon. The standaris were stored in a dessicator to
prevent any pick-up of moisture.
G. gonot 1atiOn gt Of ktna cxt.e
The workling curves were constructed from data obtained
by analyzin; both sets of standards usinS the st&ndard
operating procedures listed in Tables 2 and 3 . The
intensity ratios for each line pair were then computed in
the usual fashion and plotted against the concentration
ratios. Line intensitioa were corrected for background
where necessary. The four working curves used are shown
in Figs. 22, 23. 24, and 25, The slopes of all workinS
ourves were within one degree of the theoretical 450 slope.
* The asate mortar was cleaned between standards byt
1. Grindins a paste of "Ajax" plus water.
2. Water rinse (mortar remalned aslok even after the water
rinse due to the base oontained in the "Ajax"),
3, Dilute C01 rinse,
4. rinding a slurry of levigated alumina plus watere
5, Water rinse*
6. Acid rinse
7, Final thorough water rinse.
8 Drying with a paper towel.
Figure - 22
Working ourve for the deter lnation
of t bhalli usins ?1 5350
I ti , K STANDARDS
X 1047 0* 2% A STANDARDS
0.0o0.001oo.ooo000(
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Fu7 r - 23
W orki g ourv ftw th d 4-trminatoan
of rubidium using Rb 7947
T
I 4-7947
Z K 61 39
o 1% K STANDARDS
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1,O I
x, Rb~O
'A -i 3,
0.0I
~, ~u~j..
0.00(
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Figure - 25
Tor±ng urve for the determination
of casit using Cs 8521
I
SCs 8521
1. K 939
0 1% K STAN DARDS
* 2%K STANDARDS
% -I
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tO4)
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The two ete of standards with different pereentages of
internal standartn element gave coaincidental. werkln curves
in each oase. The attetnment of near 450 worving curves
was algnificant for the ftolrwin reasons: first, they
showed that the standr rds were correctly cade up and that
the amount of any blan oorrfbtion was of the proper
magnitude; second, the methods used for emfulson cali*
bration and background correction were reasonably correet;
third, self-absorption over the concentration range plotted
was probably nonexistent| and fourth, the use of potasaum
as a variable internal standard was valid. Of oourse the
existence of oompensatin errors cannot be completely
ruled out but this was considered unlikely.
The JarrellAsh oalsrophotomrter was the only type used
In this investisation, Measurements were restricted to
the one instrument because the shape and slope of a ofLi-
bration curve are dependent to some extent on the instru-
ment used in the preparation of that ourve. Use of any
other instrument would have necessitated the constraction
of a second set of oRlibration eurvea.
For measurements in the thallium determinationo, a
miorophotometer slit width of approximately fifeen mZorons
was used whereas a ten mioron width was used for the other
elements. The length of line photoetered in all cases was
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I anM. he writer attempted to reprodun elosely tShe lit
widths for all measurlments. The "olear plat" rYdMinS
(Do * 100) vas set at the begianag of eho plate and was
osstonally oheoked durnas the oours of the measurements
if any radeal change was found, the entire plate wns
ereado When reading quite dense lines that had a low
transaUston value, a 0lose watch was kept on the position
of the seale sero be auso ths is a pomntital souros of
major error when photometering doense linese,
Once a plate had been measured, the resulting trUa*
miston values were converted to opatties with the aid
of the table in Appendix A that bad been prepared by the
writer to fasolitate the saloulations. The opacities were
then convert* A to intensitles by use of the appropriate
salibration aurve or ourves, any noeessary background
oorrections made, and the intensiy ratios computed
Conent&ation ratioo were obtaineld from intonsity ratios
by use of the working curves, and the perentages of the
elements as oxides determined by ultiplying the oonentration
ratios by the potassium pOPcentages,
1.
?* have any rel see0utiio valu*, all quantItative
data should be 0a09mpanie4 by data thoat will give an
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observer a general dea of its reliability. Replicate
analyses of the same eample under supposedly d4ontioal
operating conditions will rarely give values that ar exactly
alike due to the random errors inherent in the method.
Prooision is a measure of the ability of a method to re-
produs a given value. It is generally expressed by means
of the "avenase deviation" or "standard deviation" The
average deviation represents the amount by whiob an average
tfdependent value differs from the most probable value. The
standard deviation, however, provides a more useful measure
of preolelon than the average deviation, It Is the root*
sean-square of the deviatlens from the arithmetit mean and
is ealeutated by means of the following formulas
whe o, D. z standard deviation
d : deviations from aritbhetie mean
n z nmber of analysts
Vbie standard deviation is always larger than the
average deviation and seems to present the data in a leas
favorable light, but It to muoh more useful as it enables
a more complete and rigorous interpretation to be made,
It the speetrosoopie data follows a normal bell shaped di*
trAbuttons the interval lying between plus or minus one
standard deviation of the mean will inolude about 68% of
the values, and about 95% of the values will be inoluded
in the interval between plus or minus two standard deviations
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of the mean. Therefore it is saen that the standard devi-
ation is more useful as a measure of precision than the
averane devition because it is ameasure of the spre&1
of the values about the mean. The atadar devitilon is
alway larger than the average deviation because the squar-*
in t of all values places grsater emphasis on extreme values.
The acuracey of the standard deviation depends upon the
number of determinations and the magnitude of the standard
deviation. Statistiolans generally state that a minimum
of 30 observations are requirod to give an accurate value.
However, most speotrographere believe that 10 to 20 obser*
vations are suffiloent to give a reasonably accurate answex
(2) PrQaisiaW .. t b Uae
The precision of the analytical methods used in this
investigation was determined by making a series of repl-
cate analyses of the same sample. The operating oonditions
were the standard ones used for the analysis of ,all the
unknown samples Of course, the resulting precision data
is true only for that one particular sample, It is not to
be expected that every unknown sample was analyzed with
that precision, For some samples the precision was better
than the reported value, whereas for others it was un-
doubtedly much worse. Consequently, in selecting the samples
to be used for the deterrination of preclsion data, an
attempt was made to select an "avermse" samplel that is
one whieh burned about as smoothly and Save as mush back*
ground a the majority of samples analysed. Tables 4, 5,
and 6 list the precision data obtained for thallium, ru-
bidium, and cesium. The writer believes that the standard
deviations reported in these tables ve l gi a good idea of
the average reproducibility of the methods developed in
this investigation.
(3) eDtsou Ip of .retpon oltaiied
As is evident from Table 4 the best proolsion was
obtained for rubidium. This was expected, as rubidiua and
potassium are known to be ideal internal standards for each
other In an earlier investigation (Canney, 1949, un-
published research) where rubidium was used as an internal
standard for the determination of potassium in feldspars,
a standard deviation of . 3.1% was obtained using the line
pair r 4047/Rb 420C. Consequently, in view of the facts
that the excitation potentials of r 6939 (3.3 volts) and
Rb 7947 (1.55 volts) are much further apart than are the
potentials of K 4047 (3,05 volts) and Rb 4204 (2,94 volta),
that there is a much greater wavelength separation of the
two lines, and that these samples have poorer burning
qualities, the attained standard deviation of t 4.5% for
the line pair Rb 7947A/ 6939 was oonsidered very good.
The standard deviation % f .2, obtained for the
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Table 4
Replteate analyse of Rb 2 0 In saple 4666
Analsia .No. 2
1 0.030 0.000 0.0 0.0
2 0,028 -0.002 6.7 45,0
3 0.028 -0.002 6.7 45.0
4 0.029 -0.001 3.3 9.0
5 0.029 -0.001 3.3 9.0
6 0.029 -0.001 3. 9.0
7 0.030 0.000 0.0 0.0
8 0.030 0.000 0.0 0.0
9 0,030 0,000 0.0 0.0
10 0.029 -0.001 3.3 9.0
11 0.029 -0,001 3.3 9,0
12 0.028 -0.002 6.7 45,0
13 0,030 0.000 0.0 0,0
14 0.030 0,000 0,0 0.0
15 0,030 0.000 0.0 0.0
16 0,033 +0*003 10.0 100.0
17 0o033 +0.003 10.0 100.0
18 0.030 0.000 0.0 0.0
Averaseo 0.030% Rb2
Average Drevation t 3.1%
Standar Deviation 405%
Table 5
Repleiate analyes of Cs20 In ample 44667
Analyst No,. %*sD0 ( % )
2 0,0010 "0,0001 9.1 80,3
3 0#0010 *0,0001 9,1 80,0
4 0.0011 0.0000 0,0 00,0
5 0,0010 "0,0001 9.1 80,3
6 0,0011 0,0000 0,0 00.0
7 0.0010 .00001 9,1 80,3
8 0,0011 0.0000D 0.0 00.0
9 0.0011 0,0000 0.0 00,0
10 0,0010 *0.0001 9.1 80,3
11 0.0011 0.0000 0.0 00.0
12 0,0012 .0,0001 9.1 80.3
13 0,0013 *0.*002 18,2 3,2
14 0.0011 0,0000 0.0 00,0
15 0,0010 40.,0001 9.1 80.3
16 0.0012 .0.0001 91 80.
17 0,0012 *0.0001 9.1 80,3
18 0.0011 0.0000 0.0 00.0
Average 0*,0011 Oo
Ave Mge DetVaton t 6.1%
Standard eDaViatto t 8.2%
10o
Table 6
Replicate determinations of the ratio I
agt Marsh oil 3hale
Analysis No*
1
2
4
5
6
7
9
10
11
12
0.009
0.012
0.012
0,011
0,008
0,009
0.011
0,011
0.011
0.010
0,011
0.011
a
-0,002
*0.001
0,000
-0.003
-0.002
0.000
0,000
0.000
-0.001
0,000
0.000
Average Value of rQatio
Average Deviatior
Standc rd Deviation
Standtrd Deviation
(Mean of duplojate d
0.011
+7,6
:8.0%
etermination)
fTI C7- - 3-9V, W47 in
SLD
18.2
9.1
9.1
0.0
27.03
18.2
0,0
0,0
0.0
9.1
0.0
0.0
83
G3
00
745
332
000
000
000
83
000
000ooo
ooo~Ti
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de*termination of seum was still conasidered farly good.
Although potassium to probably not as good an internal
standard for -bostu as it Is tor rubidlum, the major reason
for the poornr preaision in the e81us determinations was
undoubtedly due tO the neoeasity of having to corre t for
baeksround, Baokground oPsentions were not necesry in
thbe rubidium determinations, As mentioned in the aeotion
on backsround, there seems to be no question but that preo*
el eion sto lowered whenever baekround coreootione have to
be made regardless of how oarefully these corrections are
made,
The prealsion for thallium for a single determinatton
(Z 122) was the poorest of the threeo However, where all
thallum dtertinatione wers made in dupli ate and the
values rported are the averSges of duplicate detrminations,
the 4tandard deviation reduoes to *. 8,8%, Even more a
than with esiugt, large background corrections wer tnee*
Sary tn all thallium determinations, and a considerable
portion of the standard deviation can probably be attributed
to this ~ause.
(4) A*SLRA*MbRULI
The asouracy of a method takes into oonsiderntion both
precision and the tendAeay of the spectrea ople Fesuts to
oonslastntly run higher or lower than the ohemical results
due to the systetio errors inherent in the method. These
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systematio errors are onerally measured where possible
by the "average biase , which io the differnco between the
chemsoal and the srpotrosrphio results. An aoeArate method
must be precise but the converse to not necessarily true
a very pre ise mothod may still have a large aystomwtic
bias.
In this investigation, as to so often the ease in
spectroseopte traeo analyols, the oomplete absence of
ehemoally analysed steadards provented any assessment of
the wagntude of the systeatic bias. This was not too
Lmportant as any constant bias would not, of course, affeot
the comparison of ratio. What was t~aortAt, if the
concentration rattio of elemental pairs in sediments were
to be aeourately compared with the sau e ratios in igneous
rocks, was that the values forea oh element in sediments
and igneous rooks have approlxately the sane bias*. Meglot
of this point could result in completely rromnos con
Slustrea as to whether or not an element had ooncentreted
in s~a Iments.
To accomplish this standardisation, mixtures of the
standard granite (G1l) and the standard diabase (1l) WVro
analysed using the standard operating conditions for the
analysis of sediment s Any signif~iant difforence between
the standard value of an element and the value obtained was
used to compute te proper correction fa tor by which all
values for the element were multiplied to bring the in
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line with the standards, This was neoessary beeause the
methods used for the analysis of these elements in igneous
resks had been Calibrated in ters of the standard grantt
and diabase, A large enearetion fateor was only neoeasary
in the ease or rubidium. As a result of this standardi-
zation, the writer felt that any cbanges found in ratios
between pairs of elements in igneous and sedimentary rooks
would be significant and not duo to different degrees of
systematic error in the analytioal methods,
The errors whith enter into a spectroohentncl method
of anamyass can be separated into two major clatses the
systematie, and the accidental or random errors. The
reprodueibility of a method is dependent upon the msati*
tude and number of random errors wherea the systeatlc
errors generaY y cause a systematic bias.
The random errors in any speotrosoople method are
generally due to some or all of the following causes. No
claim is uade that all possible souroes of error are listeds
1. variations in emulsion senamtiYity.
2. ?late grain.
3, lariations in plate prooeeeain conditions,
4. Inhoiogeneity of sarples.
5 Soratched and dirty plates,
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6. Out of foeus spectra,
7. Inability to sample same portion of are oolumn
for each sample.
8. Influence of extraneous elements on intensity
ratio of the line pair.
9. Influence of source fluetuations on Intensity
ratio of the line pair,
10. Faulty alignment of speotrograph and mrtars
photomater opttis 4
11. Fluctuations in mierophotometer light souree,
12. Contamination of samples
13, Vnoorreated backsrouznd
14. Inoorreot setting of instruments.
15. Errora in mierophotemeter measuroments,
16. *rrors in oalculations.
The systematic errors generally arise from standard.
isattion The use of synthettic tandards Instead of ohemlo
cally analyzed natural materials is probably the major
oause of speotrosoople reaults havin a systematic bias
Other possible oauses aros
1.
2.
3.
4*
Faulty emulsion calibration.
Incorreot values assigned to standards.
Unoorreoted baokround.
Lateral shift in working curve.
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VI. Analysis of Samples
A. ge49I I4is as Jon
The degree of suoeess in obtaining suecessful analrsW
may be seen from a perusal of Table 7. The highest percent-
age of suocessful analyses were for rubidium but this was
because the average rubidium contenent was well above minimum
detection limits. As mentioned before, the methods adopted
were those whioh the writer believed would give sueoessful
results for the greater majority of the samples. Due to the
large number of samples analyzed, every sample was analyzed
in an identical fashion for time could not be spent in ad-
justing the operating conditions to be the moat suitable
for eaah sample. If this had been done, the writer feels
that the peroentage of succesful analyses in the ease of
thallium and esiaum could have been raised to at least 90%.
Some typical spectrograms are shown in Figs. 26 , 27 , 28,
and 29 . These show the analysis lines and the various types
of interference encountered.
In the thallium determinations no direct line inter
ferenae was encountered but halatton from Ca 5349A was
oeoasionally intense enough to prevent an aoourate deter-
mination. Ca 5349 is an atom line arising from a transition
between two high energy levels; therefore its intensity is
Table 7
Classifloatlon of results - 324 samples
Rfe* tL
value reported 294 90.7 245 75.6 41 74,5
v, 12 3.7 25 7.7 24 7.4
n. d. 7 2.2 15 4.7 39 12.0
n. d" (1) 7 2.2 34 10.5 6 1.8
n. 1. (2) 1 0.3 1 0.3 10 3.1
n.e, 3 0.9 4 1,2 4 1.2
Explanatton of symbols
n. a. not analyzed
n*d. not deteted
n. 4. (1) not detected * but excessive baokground
and/or Inteorerence present
na d, (2) not detected but burn was poor
V. t faint line visible but background and/or
interference generally of suoh nature
that no accurate determination was possible
io7
very dependent, peroentage wise, on the aro temperature,
The wide range of intensities which it exhibited due to
this cause may be seen from the photoraphs in Figs. 26
and 27. There it is the line just to the left of the
tha I lum line.
The Ca? band with main head at 5291A oocasionally
swamped the region of the thallium line and made an
analysis impossible, This batnd is shown n n Fi 26,
sample 45133, and in more detail in Fi , 27 , sample
45OO4, Luckily very few samples oontained enough fluorine
to cause an appreeiable development of this band,
Sample 45134 in Fii, 26 illustrates the statement made
in the seotion on background on how the same sample would
occasionally give two apparently identical burns and yet
the intensity of the oontinuous background would be radio
cally different.
Fig. 28 shows a typlcal analysis plate for r bidium
and cesium. Fi5*29 illustrates two extreme conditions,
In exposure one in FigS 29, conditions are ideally perfect
whereas in the other exposures, there is an extensive
development of interfering cyanogen red bands. These bands
generally appeared whenever a sample contained extremely
small amounts of the alkali metals, No line interference
was encountered.
I(w,,
th I t
SI i , 'I7
The thal Iro 4,ine (y3t4 an n u vibor 
y al alkate
n typic" a alkali 4lat
(z) (c 21) sPoUtw peW {oa1
6e 2S47
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VtI. Introduotlon
This tbhiat bad three mats objectives
1. To determine abuaanee values for rubiditn,
aosturm, and thal lum in aediments
2. To oare the ratios Z2O/RbtO, ? 2 0/0 2 0
%a 2 *;0 dRf bt/A12 In sedimets with
the osresponditnag ratios in gsneous rocke
to Asortatin whether or not there had been
any conentration of one element with respect
to another during the sedimentary eyle.
STo explain any ohanges found in the abundanee
ratios between 5ineous and sedtmemtary rooks
on the basis of the physltal sad ohabxal
properties of the elements latolved.
There tI a re ogased need for abundaneo data tfr
ubditu, cesium, and thallim in sediments. In thebr
re ont book on sgoelamistry Riankaa &rand Zaabma ( 18) state
that the umber of available analyses is attl deplorably
small. To the best of the writer's knowledSe, our entire
knowledSo of the content of arbidlu and oesium in sedtments
is based upon seven analyses of sedimentary mterals by
Goldsohmidt, Bauer, and VWtte ( 9 ), Tballium has even
fever recorded analyseas Preses ( 17 ) reported e averge
content of thallitua n two eaoposite samples of German sand-
stones and shales
In igneous reeks, potassiusm rubidium, cestiu, and
thatlium form a group of elqments of varying degree, of
ooberenay. Weo elements arw said to be geochemically
coherent if they constantly follow one another in nature.
The oherency of these four elements in igneous rooks will
be more thoroughly disoaussed in a later section. However,
one these elements are released from the 15neous rooks
by means of hetsial weathering prroesses, they enter a
quite different environment, In the sedimentary oyole,
their migration will be governed by prinoiples whioh are
different than the laws governing their behavior during
the OryetalliaSton of a magma. Their migration will be
0ontrolled by the physteal and obhemaal laws that control
their behavior in an esseantally aqueous medium at the
tomparatively low temperatures and pressures ex1ising at
the surface of the eartho For example, it is a well
known tact that while the sodium and potassium oontents
of igneous retooks are roughly salmilar, their different
behavior during the sedimentary cycle results in a eoz*
siderable degree of separation. The bulk of the sodium is
earried to the ocean and remains there in thb,dissolved
form while only a small proportion of the originally die-
solved potassiu remains in solution.
What will be the relationship between potassim, rbl*tium,
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and eesium in sediments? The potssMum-rubi4tun pair is
a remarkably ooherent one in igneous rooks# Will the same
degree of oheroenoy be exhibited in sedimentary rooksl It
can 1be pretdited of theory, whIeh will be
discussed in a later section, that rubtdium and cesium will
be adsorbed in argillaeous sediments even more strongly
than" is potassitua Cation*exahange experiments with clays
and the scanty data on the rubidium and cesium content of
sedisents tended to verify this theory but the lack of an
adequate number of analyses made it impossible to reach a
definite conelusion.
Ahrens ( 1 ) has found a remarkably close assoolation
between thallium and rubidium in potash-rih silicate
minerals. Will these two olements also be closely assoot
ated in sediments? As will be rought out In the following
seotion, there are some signifioant differenoes in the
bchemistry of "thallous" thallium from that of rubidium which
could under the proper conditions, it vas believed, result
in a quite complete separation of these two elements.
It was hoped that the results of this investigation
would throw some welcome light on the above questions. No
claems will be made for completeness In this work because
several mechanisms for the fixation of elements in sediments
still remain largely unknown. The effect of biological
activity is one of the more important of these. In general,
marine organisms possess a remarkable ability for extracting
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various elements from the sea water and conoentrating then
in their bodlesa After the death of the orsanism, this
aoaeouwulated material is redissolved or falls to the bottom
where it enters into the formation of the sedimentary rooks.
On the basis of rather meager and sonewhat contradictory data,
it has been found that about forty elements are aeeumulated
by marine organisms in various degrees of concentration, In
connection with this problem of the fixation of elements by
btological activity, the writer was fortunate In that a
considerable number of the samples used in this investigation
had been analyzed for organi carbon by personnel of the
American Petroleum Institute Research Project 430, Conse
quently, scatter diagrams of element ooncentration or
abundance ratio versus percent organio carbon were made
wherever possible to detect any possible relationship. These
diagramne will be disonssed in their proper place. Of course,
whenever there seemed to be a correlation, one never could
be certain that the organlo matter itself was directly rei
eponsible, because the envirnmental conditions responsible
for the preservation of the organic matter miSht also have
oaused the fixation of the element by some other meohanism.
Another largely unknown factor to the fixation of ele-
ments in authigenl minerals. These are minerals which
form in sediments at the place of their occurrence, Im
portant authigeni minerals that oarry the alkali metals,
mainly potassium, in structure sites are : glauconite
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feldspar, and the "llite group" of clay minerals. The
phenomena of authigenesis is still imperfectly understood.
Its importance to this work tmight be summed up in the
following question. What la the souroe of the alkali metals
which are important constituents of these minerals? If
these minerals are formed prinoipally by alteration of
existing materials; then of ecurse, authigenesis will not
appreciably affect alkali abundance values or ratios. fow
ever, if the alkall metals are extracted from the sea water
as some authorities believe; then the alkali abundance
values and ratios in sediments will be appreciably affeted
by the formation of authigenie minerals, since the content
of r bidiumr and cesium in sea water is strongly reduced
with respect to potassium. Unlike the problem of acoumu*
lation by biological activity, it should be quite easy to
determine experimentally whether the source of the alkali
metals which oooupy essential structure sites in authigenic
minerals is the sea water or the sediments All that would
be necessary would be to determine several alkali abundance
ratios such as the X-Ib and Y-Cs ones in a suitable seleetion
of pure authigent minerals, If the sourse is the sea water;
then the values of these ratios should be equal to or close
to the values.of these ratios in sea water, which are oon-
siderably different from the values of these ratios in
sediments and igneous rooks. On the other hand, values
close to those existing in sediments would indiLte a sedi-
mentary souroe.
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The writer believes that the chemical reaotlons whiot
the alkali metal undergo in aqueous solutions are known
well enovugh so that no discussion of this subjet need be
included here, However, the reader may well woder why
thallium, a group 3l element, is oonsidered in this work
which to esentially an investiSation on the gecohemistr
of sevoerl of the alkali etals. Consequently, it was
conaidered neoessary to insert a short discussion on the
chemistry of thallium.
Thallium is assglned to group 3B in the porodio elassie
fication of the elements along with boron, aluminum, psliu,
and indium. All of these elements have three potential
valeneo electrons, but the heavier members of the group
exhibit variable valenotes of one, two, or three duo to the
inareased maskins of the positive oharge on the nualeus
with inereasing atomic numbers A glance at the electronic
configuration of the thallium atom shows oompleted 1E, L, V,
N, and O shells plus three valence electrons in the P shell.
However, the two 63 electrons in the P shell tend to &ot as
an inert pair, The result of this is that thallium most
sommsly exhibits a valenoy of one. The trivalent state
("tballio" thaltlum) to known, but the univalent state
("thallous" thallium) is the stable one* Of great roe
chemical significance is the tact that the radius of the
univalent thallium ton (1,49A) is equal to the radius of tih
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rubidium ion# As a result there ls a close assoioation
between thallium and r bitdiu in potash-rich igneous minerals
where they both proxy for potassiumn
The aqueous Obhemistry of thallium Is of moren dtireet
interest as thalllum exhibits a rather striking dual behavior.
On the one hand eortain of Its reactions are very similar
to those of the alkali metals; on the other hand it re-
smbles Ag, Pb, and Cu in many ways, Univalent thallium
resembles the alkali metals In that its bydroxide, carbonate,
and sulpbate are soluble, arn the heloroplatinate and
oobaltinittrie are insoluble. The basl starength of' thal-
lous hydroxide is domparable with that of sedium hydroxide.
Univalent thallium differs from the alkali metals n
several respects. The thallous halides exhibit the charao-
terisatt low solubility in water typloal of the halides
of univalent Cu, Ag, Au, arn Iig, whereas halides of the
alkali metals are all extremely soluble, Some authorities
have predtoted that the low solubility of thallous ohloride
should cause the precipitation of thallium as thallous
chloride in marine sediments, but the writer could find no
evidence that any suoh precipitation took place, Of course
it would be posetble to make some assumptions arA calculate
whether Or not there was any possibility that the solubility
product of thallous ohloride in sea water could be exceeded,
However, the writer belleves suah oalculations woud be
meaninless beoause the ativity eoefficients for these tons
IIMMM iI hMnN,
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in sea water are unknown,
Another important dlfference between thallium and the
alkali metals is the sparing solubility of it' sulphide.
The sulphides of T1, Cu, Ag, Hb, and Pb are among the least
soluble of all substances in all but stronly sacid solutions,
It is a woll known fact that certain aedimentary onviron-
ments contain rather high conoentrations of hyirogen sulphide
Therefore it seems possable that the low solubility of
thallous sulphide should influence the distribution of
thallium in sediments. The writer believes that he obtained
corroboratory evidence to support such a viewpoint, although
the evidence is of a somewhat indirect nature. This evidense
is considered in the eemtion where the RbT1I abundance tattoe
are disoussed,
The value of an tnvestigation of this type ncreases
almost in propoiton to the number of samples and foirmttnus
that can be analySed. Therefore the writer attempted to
analyse as many samples and formations as time and facilities
would permit, A otal of three h ndred and twenty-our
samples were analyzed. All except eleven of these came from
the ten sedimentary formations that are lited in Table 8,
The sample numbers and the formations from which they were
taken are listed In Appendix D.
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Table 8
Pormations studied
Formation
Mioene Nodular Shale
bCherekee Shale
Lower Eutaw Shale
EaSle Ford Shale
Woodford Shale
Woodbie sandaotone
Tuscaloosa Sand stone
:lrlo Sand stone
Selma. Ohrtk
Austin Chalk
Miss,
Total
umber ofat
43
39
24
28
13
41
29
12
33
51
11
The three types of sediments analysed - shales, sand-
stones, and limestones * constitute more than 99 per oent
of all sedimnts* These three types, however, are not
equally abundant, All authorities agreo that shales are by
far the most com~on type followed by sandstones and lime"
stones in that or.,er, but they Senerally disaSree on the
proportions assigned to each typoe This question of the
relative proportions of the various types of sediments is
important and always arises whenever some vlue such as the
average oontent of an element in sedimentary rooks has to
SSamples
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be determined. In this investiigaton, avera-e values for
the rubidiux, cosbum, and thallim contents were determined
for, each forration, in ccmputin an averaSe value for an
element inrk sediments, the q-sation arose of whether to
wesiht the value for each litholoSic type in accordance
with the relative abundance of that type. A decision aainst
such a oomputational method was made for the following reason.
The samples as received by the writer were already pulverized,
and all that was generally known about a sample was its
location and the fact tht it came from a certain formation.
Its exact litholoic type was generally unknown. Consequently,
where many of the forations studied had a very vrirable
11thology - particularly the Upper Cretaceous formations of
the Gulf Series - one never coul'd be certain that a partiacu
lar sample was actually a shale or sandstone merely because
it came from a shale or sandstone formrtion.
(2) Miooe Nodlar Sfhal
The Viocene Nodular Shale samples came from the Los
Angeles Basin in California. The great majority of these
samples were obtained from nine core sections varyjinS in
depth from 8090 feet to 8237 feet from a well in the Lawndale
Oil Field. Meassoopically this formatlon is generally desorlb-
ad as consisting of hard black shale with a highly oarbonaa
ceous appearance. The black color is interrupted with tan-
colored laminations and irregularly shaped nodules The
average organio carbon content of the samples used in this
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investigation wa 5.85 per oent. Xoots, Blount1 , and Jones
(u ) believe that this shale was deposited A an environment
that supported an abundant plant and animal life. Them to
also exoellent pgological and ohemical evidenoe that this
formation was the souroe bed for the oil in the Playa Del
Ry Field,
The Pennsylvania Cherokee shale samples were obtained
from wells in and near the Burbank Field, It is quite
genenrally believed that this formation was deposited in a
lagoonal and shallow sea enviro ant. The Cherokee Shale
samples had an average organio oarbon content of 3.34 per
cent. Like the ?Ko aene Nodular Shale, the Cherokee Shale
tois onsidered a likely source bed of petroleum,
(4) workdodhl
The majority of the Woodford Shale samples came from a
wll in West Texas. A few samples which were included in
this forwttion actually are samples of Chattanoo a hale.
However, the odford of lest 2cxas and Oklaho* a io corro
lated with the Chattanooga Chalo of Northern arn Eastern
areas, The Wesdfrdl Shale has generally been considered to
be Lower ' ias~eslppan in ae altho4 ugh rocently it is
usually placed in the Upper Devonian.
In West Tea , Barton ( 4 ) describes the Woodford as
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a dark brown shale with considerable evidence of vegetable
matter. Locally there are large developments of dark brown
chert ana pyrite. Descriptions from other areas are all
quite osmilar and ganerally nothet presence of much chert
and pyrite.
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foun ood th Wo ford Shale to be by far the most radioactive
of all the sedimentary geoIlos lal formatlons studied, The
writer also found this formation to be unusual in that
post of the samples had an extremely high thallium content
The significance of this hig3 thallium content will be
discussed in a later section,
(5) U *t.ioeofalrat2saE mQA
Six Upper Cretaceous formations were studied. Samples
of three of these a the Austin Chalk, Eagle Ford Shale,
and Woodbine Sandstone - came from wells in or near the
East Texas Oil Pield, The majority of these East Texas
samples came from Treak's collection ( 21) of oil well
outtinsoe. The other three are coresponding formtions
from the Mississippi region of the Oretaceous. These were
the Lower Eutaw Shale, Solma Chalk, and Tusealoosa Sand*
stone.
Thase Cretaceous fornattons, as mentioned before, have
a ver varied Ithbology. Just how variable is the llthology
can be seen from the description of the sagle Ford - ;oodbi
- 3 ~rlrl
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garoup by Pinor and fanna ( 14 ) The lower member of this
g.roup is the prouOin3 formAtion of the !ast Texas field.
They desribe it as beln composed of black fissile shales,
grey and greenish ehales, mottled or red-bed abales, ho-
fOgenous and saoharoidal sands as well as aslty and sandy
oonglonerates. The beds are predominately non-warine and
very variable, both horizontally and vertically. They
describe the Austin Chalk as usually consistinS of hard
ohaTk with minor amounts of chalky shale and shale.
The isMissippi Oretaeous samples were obtained from
two wells in the swinviflea and 1axterville fields, whioh
lie in the embayment area, No published descriptions of
the formations in these fields weo located, but they
prebably follov rather alosely the descriptions given by
MoGlothlin (13), who studied these forations in the
central count Thees  flteeriptozn of the lie
thology of these formations are taken from his paper:
Upper Tusoaloosa - Variegated purple red nd grey
waxy shalez with abundant ankerlite
pollets.
Lower 1utaw - 3 auconitlc s and shales.
Dark laminated shales.
elma - thniaks, Mari, and oloareous
a hes,ea
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D# Zres en tion o ldatA
The problem of how to adequately present the large mass
of data collected In this work caused a considerable amount
of oonern The writer feeools that there to nothing more
monotonous in the body of a report than a large number of
pages filled with tables. Therefore the writer decioded to
present as much of the data as possible in a graphical form.
The two methods of graphi presentation adopted were histo-
grams and scatter diagramso Such methods tend to give a
such better picture of the distribution of a variable than
do olumns of figures in a table, They are also ideal for
comparlson purposes,
The nature of these two types of graphs are well enough
known so that no detailed explanation of the oonstruction
methods need be given. For oonstreting the histograms, a
linear scale was not found to be suitable, owing to the
large range of values which had to be plotted, Therefore
it was neonsaary to use a geometrio scale in setting up the
class intervals, Such a scale uses larger intervals for the
larger values and smaller intervals for the smaler values,
The interval factors used to construct the various histo-
grams presented in this report ranged from 1,10 to 1,40.
The only basis used to select those factors was to attempt
to cover a given range of values with ten to twenty class
latervals. This is generally oonsidered the most efficient
numoer, Too much accuracy Is lost when fewer than ten are
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us#d, and the computations generally becore too tedlou
with more than twenty. Historames are ooasionally oritised
for the reason that the use of a 4lffrent class interval
might 1markedly chan$e the form of a graph. fowever, such
ritici i really valid ony ld ly if too few classes are
present or the size of the statistical anmple is too small
ables were useed only for sumnry purposes,
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VTII. The Abundance of K, Rb, Os, and TI
A (lintx~e~
the
the
The material in this section is largely presented in
form of histosrams and soatter diarams. In general
tollowitn plots were made for each element:
1. Bise-distribution In all sediments.
2, Comparison of the stlsedistrbutions in shales,
limestones, and sandstones.
J. Comparison of the stzendistributions In four sha
for atlons.
4. Comparison of the sise.dtstributions in two lime
stone formations.
5. Comparison of the sasewdistributions in two sand
stone formations.
6. Relationship between element oon entration and
organto earbon oontent in the Cherokee Shale and
Nodvlar Shale formations.
le
a
.
Although the potassium determinations were not per*
formed by the writer, a s0otion On the abundance and distrie
button of potassium is included for comparison purpoSes.
Appendix B lists the results of all determinations on
all samples.
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8. The.f. l fnana4 4n  posiu
The average content of X20 in each of the formations
studied is presented in Table 9.
The average content of 20O in shales (2.20%) Is some-
what lower than previous published analyses. Clarke ( 7 )
reports the average shale to contain 3.24 per cent a20.
No useful purpose would be serd by comparing the average
R20 contents of the limestone and sandstone formations
with published analyses because, as mentioned before, the
exact lithology of many of the so-called limestone and
sandstone samples was not known.
Histograms showing the size-distribution of K2 0 content
In the various formations and lithological types are present*
ed in Figs. 30 to 35 *
Fig. 36 illustrates the
content and orSanio carbon
Shale and Cherokee Shale.
visible from these plots;
to a relationship will be
KE-Rb abundance ratio.
relationship between potassium
content in the Mioceone Nodular
No apparent' correlation is
yet, the possibility that there
lisnussed in the sotion on the
0. The aslaustmg qMb. iWius
Table 10 summarizes the average rubidium content of
the various formations. This table shows that there is
little variation among the different types of sediments.
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Table 9
Potassium content of sediments
4 thmblr of samples
?ormatlon inluded in average Average aontent
and percentae of .2o ()
total
Miocene Nodular Sa1 43 (100%) 1,33
Cherokee Shale 39 (100%) 2*98
Woodford Shale 13 (100%) 3020
Lover Eutaw Shale 24 (100%) 2 4)3
ZA841 Ford Shale 28 (100%) 1.84
Woodhine Sandstone 41 (100%) 1.05
Tusaloosa Sand4tone 29 (100%) 2.27
Frio Sandtone 12 (100%) 237
Selma Chalk 33 (100%) 2,30
Austin Chalk 51 (100%) 1,47
All S1ales 154 (100%) 2.20
All Sandstones 82 (100%) 1.67
All Limostones 84 (100%) 180
All Sa piles 320 (98) 1.96
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All Missssippi Cretaceous formations have eonsiderably
hipher rubidium contents than the corresponding cretacNous
formations from East Texas. owever, the sample with the
greatest concentration of rubidium (No. 45354 - 0*075% Rbg)
came from the Eagle Ford Shale. Also there is a conrider*
able difference between the rubidiu content of the Cherokee
rhaie from Oklahonw and the Vria ene Nodular Thale from
California The oodford Shale, which carries a remarkably
high content of thallium, s seen to have a quite average
content of rubidium.
The only published analyses on the avorage content of
rubidium in sediments are those by Goldsohmidt, Bauer and
Witte ( 9 ). They analyzed several composite samples of
arsillaceous sediments with the followinS results:
iMaterial Per Cent Rb$)
European Paleosoto Shalee 0.049
Japanese Pleozotlc hales 0.027
Japanese Mesozoloi Shales 0,024
Red Deep-*Sea Clay, Challenger 255 0.040
'Red Deep-sea Clay, Challenger 353 0.037
Their values compare very favorably with the results
obtained by the writer,
Histogr ms showing the sise*distribution of rubidium
in the various formations are presente! in FISs. 37 to 42.
Wma i ldIiNM lMI Mw I,41W1 Il a h. W0 ,I
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table 10
Rubidiu content of sediments
Number of saples
Formation included in average Average content
and percenta-e of b2C (/)
total
liocene Nodular 2le 42 (97) 0.019
Cherokee hrle 39 (1005) 0.042
oodford Thrle 12 (929) 0.035
Lower 7utaw shale 24 (100%) 0.034
asle Ford Shale 25 (897) 0.031
Woodbine sandstone 22 (54%) 0.026
Tuscaloosa sandstone 29 (100%) 0.037
Prio Sandstone 12 (100%) 0.029
Selma Chalk 3 (100%) 0.035
Austin Chalk 46 (90%) 0.024
All Shales 149 (94%) 0.032
All anl tones 63 (77%) 0.031
All Limestones 79 (94%) 0.028
All Sam ples 291 (934) 0.31
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Figures 44 to 49 present the sise*distribution of eosum
in the various formations and rook types,
The relationship between oeslum content and organte
matter is shown in PIS# 50, As was the ease with rubidlum,
there sto a possible slight inverse correlation,
Table 12 tabulates data on the average thallium cOntent
of sediments, It presents about the same picture as did
the rubidium and ceslum contents with one striking exeoption
That sto the extremely high thalliun content of the Weoodford
Shale samples. The thallium oontent of the samples of the
mlsoellaneous group, moeetly consisting of black shales, was
also oonsidertably above the average. The sample with the
hishest tball.ium content was frozm the Woodford formation
(No. 46667 w 0,0019% T120)e The writer believes that theor
Is a plausible explanation for the high conoentration of
thallium in the Woodford Shale and other black shales. This
will be disoussed when the relationship between the Rbf*l
abundanue ratio and organt earbon content is cons idered
Prouss (17) determined the thallitum content of two
composlte samples of German shales and sandstones. His
results, which are tabulated below, are eonsiderbly higher
than similar ave aSes for American sediments.
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Material Per Cont TI
Comositte sample of 36 GOermn 000002
shales
Composite sample of 23 3erman
0.0002(New ed) sandastones
F s* 51 to 55 prsent the sisr 4istribution of thallium
in the various formations,
15
Table 12
Thallium content of sediments
Number of samples
PrF ation $nelu&ed in avewrae Average content
and per entaxge of T12 ()
total
Molocene Nodular Shale 25 (50%) 0,000029
Oherokee shale 39 (100%) 0,000059
Woodford ba.le 13 (100%) 0,00075
Lover Niutaw Shale 24 (100%) .000037
Eagle P rd shale 17 (61%) 0.000035
Fro anSstone 11 (92%) 0o000031
oodb0ne Sandatone 10 (24%) 0.000025
Tuaealoosa andAstone 27 (93%) 0,000041
Austin Chalk 32 (63%) 0.000025
Soln Chal3 (100%) 0,000039
All Shales 125 (79%) 0.0001)
All Stales 105 (76%I 0,00043(ExZozept Woodford & mls. gSroupe
All sanaatone 48 (59%) 0,000035
All Limestonee 65 (77%) 0.000032
All samples 238 (74%) 0.000083
All saples 218 (72) 0.oo000038(Exeprt Woodford & mise. sgoupe)
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IX. Disoeuston of th Abundanoe Ratios
A. the .rW igs i1meous.- raf
In the seotion where the objeetives of this investi-
natton were disoussed, it was mentioned that the writer
hoped to prove whether or not there had been any coneen#*
tration of one element with respect to another during the
sedimentary oycle, The general method of attack adopted
wa to compute for each sample wherever possible the values
of the following four abundanszoe rattoss 2 0/O, K2 0/0s 2 0,
20a/TlaO, and Rb2O/f 2 O, Thes were then compared with the
avera*e values of the orresponding ratios in igneous rooks
and any ohange found outside of experimental error was of
course signiflornt,
These four abundanoe ratios in igneous rooks are known
with varyinS degrees of aouracy. The K**Rb pair has probao*
bly been most thoroughly studied. Abrens ( 3 ) and ,co-
workers have determined this ratio in a lrge number of
igneous rooks of various types and from different locatiote
Almost without e#oeption the KO/Rb2 ratio lies near 100,
thus indAieatin a high degree of ooherenoy betw en potassium
and rubldiums. This is to be expected though as their ioent*
zation potentials end toni radAi are quite similar, thereby
allowing rubidium to proxy for potassium in sillate minemls.
The K-*C pair in igneous roeks has been studied consider-
ably lese than the K-Rb pair, However, it is known to proxy
16$
for potassium in silteate minemls to a slight extent. These
two elements do not form a fully coherent pair though, owing
to the fact that the cesium ion is considerably larger than
the ipotassium ion. r20/0s2 0 abundance ratlos have been
determined in 27 epecimens of granite from various locali-
ties in New England. These results are tabulated in Table
13. The locations of these granite specimens are listed
in Appendix Do The K20/0OS20 r'atio is seen to be extremely
variable, ranging from 2100 (yo. 16A10) to 16000 (No. 15A,2)
and averaging at 8900.
The Rb/TI pair isto another highly coherent one, owing
to the similarity in their ionto radii, Ahrons ( 1 ) has
determined the RbO2/120 ratio in 167 speoLiens at potash-
rich slioate minerals and found the mean ratio to be 100.
However he did not determine the ratio in granites and other
15neous rooks because their thallium oontent was below the
limit of detection of the spectrographil method used, The
sensitivity of the writer's method for thallium was such
that it was possible to determine thal'lium in potash-* rih
igneous rooks esunh es granites. It was considered advisablo,
therefore, to determine the thallium contents in the suite
of New nSgland granites so that any posible systomatic
analytioal errors would cancel out when the Rh/lT ratios were
compared. The determinations were made by the writer and the
resulting Rb20/T120 ratios are listed in Table 13. The
values range from 180 (No, 15A2) to 830 (No. 15A19). However,
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the majority of the values are clustered about the mean
value of 580. The writer's value is considerably above the
val!ue determined by Abrens. Further experimentation would
be required to determine whether this is an actual difference
or whether it is due to different degrees of systematic error
in the two analytical methods employed.
The K2OTaO2 abundance ratios were also computed and
these are tabulated In Table 13. The mean K20/T20 ratio
tois 48000.
B. Th e 20/ab2O ratio tn sediments
The relationship between potassium and rubddium in
arSillaoeous sediments is illustrated by means of the scatter
diagram in FiS. 56. To avoid erowding only approximately
one-third of the available values are plotted. A straight
line of unit slope fits the points most satisfactortly.
That there is a high degree of geochemical coherence between
these two elements is evidenced by the scatter of points
being confined to a relatively narrow path.
The average ratio was calculated to be 70. Table 14
tabulates the average ratios found in the various formations
and rook types. All the ratios, with the excep tion of those
for the Woodford and Frio forations, are seen to lie within
! ten per cent of the general averge of 70, It was mention-
ed earller that the average Y,20/Rb2O ratio in igneous rooks
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Relationship between potassium
and rubiditurn in sediments
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Figure - 57
Relations p between the %IO/2 0/%Rb2 0 b ano
ratio and organic carbon content
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was known to be approximately 100. Thus it is elearly
evident that rabidium Is adsorbed in sediments to a greater
extent than potasslum by a factor of about one-third.
Dring theis phase of the tivestigation the writer voted
that there seemed to be a relationship between the value Of
the K0/R%0 mtiae and the per cent organito carbon in the
sample. Almost without exception the ratio was greater
than about 90 whenever the sample contained more than 10
per oent organie carbon. It was decided to investigate
whether or not there was any eorrelation between these two
variables by making the usual scatter diagrams. FiS* 57
presents such diagrams for the Choerokee Shale and Nodular
Sbale formations. No eorrelation is visible in the Cherokee
Shale but a weak oorrelation is eviAdent in the iooeme
Nodular Shale. It sto seen thiere that while samples with a
high organti content always have a high vtlue for the ratto,
the converse is not necessarily true. ?15*. 58 presents a
more convincing bit of evidence for a positive eorrolation
between the value of the K20/3b20 ratio and the organto
earbon oontent. Th1is is a plot of the avernge organo earbes
content of each fornation versus the avemge l20/R*g0 ratio
and there appears to be a definite positive correlation
between organtic carbon content and the value of the X20/t2
abundane ratio. The writer believes that the most plausible
explanation for this relationship is that the marine organ-
lsus, whose rains are responsible for the organie cabon
Figur - 58
Relationship between average organio carbon
content and average K2 0/HbF abundance ratio
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content of these samples, aeusulatod potsassi, Many
marine organisms, particularly the large algae, apparently
have the ability of extracting potassium fromtheir environ-*
;ent. If this is so, it does not neeesearily mean that
tbese organisms rejected rubidium, beoause the content of
rubidium in sea water is extremely depleted with respect to
that of potassium;l consequently even if these orSfn ans
asooepted potassium and rubidium ions impartially, the K/Rb
ratio in their bodies would be equal to the extremely high
ratio known to exist in sea water. Therefore any sediment
which oontained an appreolable quantity of orgnAio remains
bshould have a somewhat higher ratio than the same type of
sediment without any organt atter.
Anothe reason for a higher than average ratio would
be for a &sample to contain a certain percentage of un-
veathered igneous mtlnerals. A sediment composed exalun
sively of fragments of igneous mterals would of course
have a K/Rb ratio typeical of Igneous roeks.
Utstograms showing the distaribution of the K2 0/Rb2O
abuAndance ratio in the various formations are presented in
Pigs, 59 to 63.
C# fth Wg0/O abundano, ratio
The degree of assooation between potassium and seetum
tn argllaceous sediments is illuetrated in Fig. 64. The
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rather wide seatter of points tIndlaates that the #obnsWma
between potassium and esum is e1s perfoct than the rr
latlonship between potassis end rubldius, thus paralleling
the oompariaon between these two pAirs in isneous rooks.
The averse 20/020 abundance rstio was oatoulated
to be 2900. The various averases for the 'different forw
nations and rook types are listed in Table 15 whern they
agre seen to vary froe 2200 (&*ela Chalk) to.3300 (Wood4tord
Shale). In gonral these values are of the same oxder of
aBnitude as those reported by (oldsohmldt, lauer, and
Witte ( 9 ) Their results ane tabulated below.
?atrifl
Ruropean Paleoaoio fhalee 1550
Japanese Paleosole Shales 3900
Japanese Mesoole Shale* 3250
Deep4Sea Red Cty 2100
The averase r 20/Cs2 0o ratio in a Oulte of New England
granitee was reported to be S 0. Therefore, if this averse
ratio is reasonably typieal of igneous roOks in other prot
lnes, it is olearly evident that east= is adsorbed In
sedimentary rooks to a Sreater extent than rubidium,
Figureso 65 to 69 1lusetratme how this ratto ito distribut4d
*aon$ the various formations,
14
Fig. 64
Relationship between potassium
and cesium in sediments
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?atbe 15
The r2 0/0s2 0 abundance ratio in sediments
Number of samples Average value
Formation tnaluded in averms 20
and percentage of %s0
total
Nodular Shale 31 (76%) 2800
Cherokee Shale 39 (100%) 3200
Woodford Shale 11 (85%) 3300
Lower uhataw shale 24 (100%) 2600
fslge Ford Shale 19 (6"%) 3100
Woodbine Sand stone 10 (241%) 2400
Tasoaloosa Sandstone 27 (90) 3300
Austin Chalk 40 (76%) 2900
Selaa Chalk 3) (100%) 2200
All Shales 129 (8a%) 3000
All Sandstone$ 40 (49%) 3200
All Limestones 73 (87%) 2600
All Samples 242 (75%) 2900
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D. The 'b 0/TI20 abundance ratio
The close assootation between rubidium and thallium in
igneous rooks and Tore particularly in the potash-rich
minerals of the late crystallates has been mentioned before.
The question was also brou3ht up as to whether these two
elements would closely folow one another during the sedi-
mentary eyole in view of the fact that there were some
important differsnces in their chemical properties.
The relation between rubidium and thallium is illus-
trated by the scatter diagram in Fis.70 . The wide end
rather erratio scatter of points shows that rubidium and
thallium do not follow one another closely durin3 the
sedimentary cycle. It is evident that the coherency be*
tween these two elements in argillaceous sediments is ~ueh
less perfect than is the ease in i.neous rooks. Table
tabulates average 1b2 0/TI20 abundance ratios in the various
formations and rook olasses. The average ratio tois seen to
be 920 with a low of 110 in the Woodford Shale and a high
of 1400 in the Wdoodbine Sandstone. When these values are
compared with the average value of this ratio in igneous
rooks (580), it is vident that there has been a definite
partial separation of rubidium and thallium except in the
Woodford Shale formation and a few other black shales where
there has apparently been a concentration of thallium against
rubidium. It is to be remembered that these two groups also
carried an exceedingly high content of thallium,
Fig. 70
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Zn the seotton where the chemistry of thallium was
discussed, it was stated that one important difference in
the chemical properties of rubldium and thallium was the
extremely low solubility of thallium sulphide in neutral and
alkaline solutions. It is known that some sedimentary
environments have high concentrations of sulphide ions,
Therefore, it seems possible that this sparingly soluble
sulphide should influence the distribution of thallium in
sediments. The writer believes that Pigse 71 and 72 present
evidence in support of this viewpoint although it is of a
somewhat indirect nature. In Fig 71 v the Rb2 0/TI 2 0 abun*
dance ratio is plotted against percent organic cartbon for
the Cherokee and Nodular Shale samples. In both formations
there its an inverse correlation between these two variables
although it is more pronounced for the Cherokee samples, In
Fig. 72 the average abundance ratio is plotted against the
average organic carbon content for the various formations,
This plot also shows a definite tendency for the average
Rb20/T120 abundance ratio to decrease with increasing content
of organic matter,
One possible explanation for this negative correlation
and one that cannot be ruled out on the basis of present
evidence is that the marine orSanisms whioh contributed the
organic matter to the sediments concentrated thallium in
their bodies, Such a ooncentration of an element through
biological activity was oonsidered the most plausible
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Relationship between average %Rb2 0/%12 0
abundance ratio and average organio carbon
content
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mechanism for explaining the positive correlation between
the K2 0/Rb2 0 ratio and organic matters, However, the writer
believes that the negative correlation between organic
content end the Rb2O/120 ratio is pertaps only incidental,
and that the oonditions responsible for the preservation of
the organio matter are also rosponsible for the fixation of
thallium in these highly organic sediments, It is generally
believed that sedimentary environments most favorable for
the preservation of ozrganito mterial are those in which there
is a lack of free oiroulation or where the burial Is ex-
tremely rapid, Under these conditions the or'anie matter
is only partiall y decomposed and turns into a putrefying
ooze in which there is an abundanoe of hydrogen sulphide
due to the aotion of sulphate redueinS baoteria on the ni-
trogenous components of the organic atter. This hydrogen
sulphide reasets with iron salts and precipitates iron sul*
phideo, The assoolation of iron sulphides (pyrite) and
organic matter in sediments has been frequently reported
and is apparently rather general, Thereofore it seems prob*
able that thallium would also be precipitated in these
environments in view of the extremely low solubility of
thallous sulphide and the probable high concentration of
sulphide ion.
It se ms reasonably clear Wherefore to say that the
different properties of rubidium and thallium have influ-
enoed the degree of association of these two elements during
194
the sedimentary cycle, Some separation of thallium with
respect to rubidium apparently takes pAaeo except in Sul-
phide-rioh environments where thallium tends to oonoenr
trate with repeot to rabidiu due to the low solability
of tha 1lous sulphide.
Histograms showing the distribution of the Rb2 0/T1 20
ratio in the various formations are presented in Figs a73 to
77 .
9# The T20Oa1O abundanooatio
Little need be said about this ratio since the O20/Rb2O
and Rb2 C/T 0 ratios have been ally discussed. Table 17
tabulates average abundance ratios and Figs.,78 to 83 show
the distribution of this ratio in the vertous formations,
The average ratio Is 59000, which is only about 20 per cent
higher than the ratio in igneous rooks (48000), thus indi
oating that little separation of potassium and thallium
takes place during the sedimentary cyale. Of course, on-*
vironments rich in hydrogen sulphide will cause a consider-
able concentration of thallium and a consequent drop in this
ratio. The low value of 8900 in the Woodford Shale is unr
doubtedly due to this cause.
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Table 17
The Kf/*t120 abundance rKti o in sogediments
Fors tion
Nodular Shale
Cherokee Shale
Woodford Shale
Lover Eutaw Shale
Eagle Pord tlale
Average valuo
01 2 0
5000
60000
8900
60000
68000
Woodbine Sandstone 85000
TusoalOosa Sandstone 58000
Belma Chalk 60000
Austin bChalk 7=000
All Shales 52000
All Thales 60000(!Ezoept Woodford & also, roup)
All Sandstones 70000
All Liumestones 67000
All Samples 59000
All Samples 64000
(Enept Woodford & misa. group)
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Distribution of X2 0/T120 lttio in Linmtones
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Based on 32 Sauples
8elas Chalk
Based on 32 Samples
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X, Discussion of Results
The evidence in the .preoedin ; section clearly indicates
that rubidium and ceslum are conoontrated in argillaseeous
sediments to a greater extent than is potassium. The order
of relative enrihment Is; Cs > Rb ) K In this series,
thallium normally follows potassium except in environments
where large concentrations of hydrogen sulphide are possible.
It was also brought out in other sectiona that these
four elements are undoubtedly present in aed ments in more
than one form, The following seemed to be the more im-
portant posslbilities;
1. In structure sites in unweathered igneous n inerals.
2. In structure sites in authigenic minerals.
3, As precipitated inorgsnia compounds.
4. In organto matter,
5. -As adsorbed ions on various types of colloidal
material such as the clay minerals.
'fThich of the above is the most inmportant depends of
course on the composition of the sedimente. However, for
the normal arIllaoeous sedinent, most authorities agree
that the alkali metals (and thallium) are primarily fixed
through the mechanism of adsorption by the olay-ikoe ma*
terial present in the sediment,
There ts a voluminous literature on the general subject
208
of the adsorption of cations by clay minerals. Most of
these studies were searching for aome relationship between
relative adsorbability and properties of the ions, In
perusing this large mags of literature, the writer found a
hodgpodge of conflicting opinions and complicated equations.
No useful purpose would be served by discunsing the various
theories propounded. The ajority of the pa)ere Senerally
concluded with a simple qualitative statement to the effect
that adeorption affinities s.eeed to be determined chiefly
by the -agritude of the charge and the hydration of the
ions involved.
The writer believes that the adsorption affinities of
potassium, rubidium, cesium, and thallium as evidenced by
the data collected in this investigation can be explained
on the basis of a few sinple factes. In all argillaceous
sediments, the most important group of minerals are the
"clay minerals", which result from the weathering of the
various silicate minerals present in primary igneous rocks.
The mineralogy of this materIal is an extremely complex
subject but it need not be disoussed here as it really Is
not pertinent. The importance of the "clay minerals" lies
in the fact that their grain size generally is in the col-
loidal range of dimensions and that they carry a net negative
charge, By being in the colloidal range of dimensions, the
"clay minerals" have a tremendous surface area with conse-
quent great surface energy. The net negative charge that
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this material carries results fro" the fact that each
crystal enerally has a multitude of asites where thee are
unstisfied negative valence forces. The reasons for the
presence of these sites and their locations are not really
pertinent to this discussion. The essential point its that
they do exist. As soon as possible after formation, this
matorial attempts to attain a lower energy state by adaorba
Ing cationz from the surroundinS medlu, at all sites where
there are tee unsatisfied neative va'lence fordes.
It is generally believed that adsorption of ions from
aqueous solutions is controlled largely by electrostatic
forces. Size considerations, which are so ivportant in
crystal cbemistry, are relatively unimportant in adedrption
phenomena Since practically all adsorption sites are
external to the structural fra.ework, at least in the "clay
mineral" 3roup. Therefore the writer believes that it
should be relatively easy to predict which cation of a
siven series will be preferentially adsorbed. It seems
lo~ioal that if a group of different catIons of the same
charge are competing for the same site, the cation with the
Sreatest positive electrontatic potntial. at the surface
of the ion will be the successful competitor for the site.
Phrene ( 3 ) has recently su$3ested that a measure of the
electrostatic potential cistin at te surface of an ton
was given by what he called the "field function"'. For any
ion this was defined as equal to VI , where V1 was theIr'
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Ionization Potentlal and R was the raldius of the ion. Thus
it s d log ioal that the adsoribility of an Ion should be
proportional to its "field funetion". The "field fenct.ons"
of the alkall metals and thallium are listed below
Element Ionization potential
(ESlooetron volts)
L 5.36
Na 5.12
R 4.32
Rb 4.16
c0 3.87
?1 6.07
Crystal radtus Field funotion
(Angstrome) (Volta per A)
0.68 7.06
0.98 5,22
1.33 3,25
1.49 2,80
1.*65 2,34
1,49 4.08
The field functions for the monovalent alkali metals are
seen to deorease with inireasing atomic weight in apparent
contradiotion to expectations based on experimental evidence,
The important faot %bhat has to be considered here is
one that was oftn nelleoted by renarh workers in this
fCield. This Is the fact that most cations are hydrated in
aqueous solutions, When a series of ions such as the alkali
metals are released from their parent silcate minerals by
weathering prooesses, they enter an esentially aqueous
medium in the form of stable eationes However, th,e oatmona
probably have only a transitory existence as unhydrated ions,
The water moleauleas, whilh as permanent dipoles, become
orlented sa attraoted by the ations . The number of water
dipoles associated with any cation will clearly be a function
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of the positive electrostatic potential (or field function)
existing at the surface of the ion. Therefore, for a Siven
series such as the alkali metals, relative hydration abshould
decrease aooording to the series: Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs,
which is the order of dooecreasing values of the field funa-
tion. several experimental methods have been used to find
the degree of hydration of ions, but generally they have
given widely varying results as far as absolute values go.
However all methods agree that relative hydration does
decrease with increasing atomic weight for the alkali metal
series. These hydration shells are permanently attached to
the cations as long as they remain in an aqueous environment
and have the important effect of increasing the ionio radius.
Aeoording to Gedroiz ( 8 ) the hydrated radii of the alkali
metal ions are:
Li 3.65kA
Na 2.80A
K l90OA
Rb 1.80A
No value was reported for seesium, but aaeoording to Boyd et
al ( 5 ), ceslum tois so large that it is not appreelably
hydrated.
As these water hulls have effeootively increased the
radii of the oations, it is logisal to use the hydrated
radll in computing field function values for these ions in
aqueous solution. When this is done for the alkali metal
tons the following values results
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Cation Fiell ftuction Wt"fydrated)
Li 1.47
Na 1.83
V 2.27
Rb 2,31
C 2.33
The question of how to compute a value f.or thallium posed
a problem in view of the fact that no value for its hydrated
radius could be located in the literature. Its crystal
radius is identical with that of rubidium, but in view of
itc much greater ionization potential (6.07 volts) and
consequent field function (4.08), its hydrated radius should
be considerably greater than that of rubidium. A value was
interpolated from a plot of hydrateO4) versus V for
the alkali metal series and found to be approximately 2.10,
which placed it between potassium and sodium.
E'arlier in this seotion, it was mentioned that the writer
believed that adsorption affinities are determined chiefly by
the magnitude of the field functions of the ions. Thus on
the basis of these recomputed values, relative adsorbability
for the alkali metals and thallium should be according to the
followinS series:
Cs> Rb> K TI: Na
Since this was generally the order of relative enrlohment
found in argillaeeous sediments, theory and fact are apparently
in excellent agreeaent,
Appendix A
Tables Glvln3 Values of Do/D (Do = 100) for
Values of D From 0 to 70
':,.> ~ )
':... ,L ',.'
? .~ t/f...._ .~ "'I!' \,
o 1 234 5 6 789
1 100.00 90.91 83.33 76.92 71.43 66.67 62.50 58.82 55.56 52.63
2 50.00 47.62 45.45 43.4tl 41.67 40.00 38.46 37.04 35.71 34.48
3 33.33 32.36 31.25 30.30 29.41 2~.57 27.7~ 27.03 26.32 25.64
4 25.00 24.39 23.81 23.26 22.73 22.22 21.74 21.2e 20.83 20.91
5 20.00 19.61 19.23 18.87 18.52 18.18 17.86 17.54 17.24 16.95
6 16.67 16.39 16.13 15.87 15.63 15.38 15.15 14.93 14.71 14.49
7 14.29 14.08 13.89 13.70 13.51 13.33 13.16 12.99 12.82 12.66
8 12.50 12.35 12.20 12.05 11.90 11.76 11.63 11.49 11.36 11.24
9 11.11 10.99 10.87 10.75 10.64 10.53 10.43 10.31 10.20 10.10
10 10.00 9.90 9.80 9.71 9.62 9.52 9.43 9.35 9.26 9.17
11 9.09 9.01 8.93 8.84 8.77 8.70 8.62 8.54 8.47 8.40
12 8.32 8.26 8.20 8.13 8.06 8.00 7.94 7.87 7.81 7.75
13 7.69 7.6' 7-57 7.52 7.46 7.41 7.35 7.30 7.25 7.19
14 7.14 7.09 7.04 6.99 6.94 6.90 6.85 6.80 6.76 6.71
15 6.67 6.62 6.58 6.54 6.49 6.45 6.41 6.37 6.33 6.29
16 6.25 6.21 6.17 6.13 6.10 6.06 6.02 5.99 5.95 5.92
17 5.88 5.85 5.81 5.78 5.75 5.71 5.68 5.65 5.62 5.59
18 5.56 5.52 5.49 5.46 5.43 5.41 5.38 5.35 5.32 5.29
19 5.26 5.24 5.21 5.18 5.15 5.13 5.10 5.08 5.05 5.03
20 5.00 4.97 4.95 4.93 4.90 4.88 4.85 4.83 4.81 4.78
21 4.76 4.74 4.72 4.69 4.67 4.65 4.63 4.61 4.59 4.57
22 4.54 4.52 4.50 4.48 4.46 4.44 4.42 4.41 4.39 4.37
23 4.35 4.33 4.31 4.29 4.27 4.26 4.24 4.22 4.20 4.18
24 4.17 4.15 4.13 4.12 4.10 4.08 4.07 4.05 4.03 4.02
25 4.00 3.98 '.97 3.95 3.94 3.92 3.91 3.89 3.88 3.86
26 3.85 3.83 3.82 3.80 3.79 3.77 3.76 3.75 3.73 3.72
27 3.70 3.69 3.68 3.66 3.65 3.64 3.62 3.61 3.60 3.58
28 3.57 3.56 3.55 3.53 3.52 3.51 3.50 3.48 3.47 3.46
29 3.45 3.44 3.42 3.41 3.40 3.39 3.38 3.37 3.36 3.34
30 3.33 3.32 3.31 3.30 3.29 3.28 3.27 3.26 3.25 3.24
31 3.23 3.22 3.21 3.19 3.18 3.17 3.16 3.15 3.14 3.13
32 3.13 3.12 3.11 3.10 3.09 3.08 3.07 3.06 3.05 3.04
33 3.03 3.02 3.01 3.00 2.99 2.99 2.98 2.97 2.96 2.95
34 2.94 2.93 2.92 2.92 2.91 2.90 2.89 2.88 2.87 2.87
35 2.86 2.85 2.84 2.83 2.82 2.82 2.81 2.80 2.79 2.79
36 2.78 2.77 2.76 2.75 2.75 2.74 2.73 2.72 2.72 2.71
37 2.70 2.70 2.69 2.68 2.67 2.67 2.66 2.65 2.64 2.64
38 2.63 2.62 2.62 2.61 2.60 2.60 2.59 2.58 2.58 2.57
39 2.56 2.56 2.55 2.54 2.54 2.53 2.53 2.52 2.51 2.51
40 2.50 2.49 2.49 2.48 2.48 2.47 2.46 2.46 2.45 2.44
41 2.44 2.43 2.43 2.42 2.42 2.41 2.40 2.40 2.39 2.39
42 2.38 2.38 2.37 2.36 2.36 2.35 2.35 2.34 2.34 2.33
43 2.33 2.32 2.31 2.31 2.30 2.30 2.29 2.29 2.28 2.28
44 2.27 2.27 2.26 2.26 2.25 2.25 2.24 2.24 2.23 2.23
45 2.22 2.22 2.21 2.21 2.20 2.20 2.19 2.19 2.18 2.18
46 2.17 2.17 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.15 2.15 2.14 2.14 2.13
47 2.13 2.12 2.12 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.10 2.10 2.09 2.09
48 2.08 2.08 2.07 2.07 2.07 2.06 2.06 2.05 2.05 2.04
49 2.04 2.04 2.03 2.03 2.02 2.02 2.02 2.01 2.01 2.00
') '1 r,
t..~ ,t, . l
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
50 2.00 2.00 1.99 1.99 1.98 1.98 1.98 1.97 1.97 1.96
51 1.96 1.96 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.94 1.94 1.93 1.93 1.9352 1.92 1.92 1.92 1.91 1.91 1.90 1.90 1.90 1.89 1.89
53 1.89 1.88 1.88 1.88 1.87 1.87 1.87 1.86 1.86 1.86
54 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.84 1.84 1.83 1.83 1.83 1.82 1.82
55 1.82 1.81 1.81 1.81 1.81 1.80 1.80 1.80 1.79 1.79
56 1.79 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.77 1.77 1.77 1.76 1.76 1.76
57 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.75 1.74 1.74- 1.74 1.73 1.73 1.73
58 1.72 1.72 1.72 1.72 1.71 1.71 1.71 1.70 1.70 1.70
59 1.69 1.69 1.69 1.69 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.68 1.67 1.6760 1.67 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.66 1.65 1.65 1.65 1.64 1.64
61 1.64 1.64 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.63 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.6262 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.61 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.59 1.59 1.59
63 1.59 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.57 1.57 1.57 1.56 1.56
64 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.54 1.54
65 1.54 1.54 1.53 1.53 1.53 1.53 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.5266 1.52 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.51 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.49
67 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.49 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.47 1.4768 1.47 1.47 1.47 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.46 1.45 1.45
69 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.43 1.43 1.43
70 1.43 1.43 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.41 1.41 1.41
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Appendix 13
Tables Giving the Quantitative Analyses of All
Samples Studied in This Investigation*
* Sample nmbers are the ones asired by th*
Americean Petroleum Institute Researvh Project 4X.
The Rb, Cos, and T1 determinations were made by the
writer, The )' determinations were made by personnel
of the Ameroican Petroleum Institute Researoh Project
430.
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£Eplanation of symbols
a.g a.
no d.
n
. 
d. (I)
n. d. (2)
V.
* not analyzed
* not detected
- not detected - but excessive background
and/or interference present
Snot detected but burn was poor
Sfaint line visible but background and/or
interference Senorally of such nature
that no aeourate determination was possible
Sample Wa, K20
Fer cont,
RbgO
45001
45004
4500%
45006
45012
45014
45018
45029
45033
45042
459054
45057
45080
45085
45089
45124
451256
45127
45128
45129
45130
45131
45132
1.48
0,74
0.86
0.60
2.64
2.44
2.41
2.58
1.871*67
2.39
34.29
3.44
3*44
3,030
1638
13981.34
3.83
7.78
4,79
2.45
2.00
2,41
3,48
4,57
1*96
0*Oa23
0.0096
0,014
0,0060
0.029
0.025
0,022
00033
0*018
0*029
0.042
0.048
0.045
0.018
0.016
0.017
0.051
0.048
0.051
0,039
0*0330.019
0.033
0,051
0.054
0,00060
218
0s20
0.00089
V.
0,00072
Vo
T,
V,
T,
V,
V.9,
'4
0.00061
0.000646
0.00066
wz d.
n. do
0.0012
0.0027
0.0017
0,00096
n.d.
'a
0,00099
0.0011
. nA. 4. (1)
n* A*
n. 4. (1)
0,000018
0.000048
0.000017
0.oooo000022
0*0000"3
0.000010
0.000018
0.000034
0.000040
0,000037
n. d.
0.000036
0.000048
0,00012
0,00021
0*00024
0.00029
0.00012
0,0030
0.00039
0.00031
Per oent
Sample No.
45133
45134
45135
45140
45174
45182
45183
45184
45192
45203
45216
45239
45248
45256
45267
45272
452a8o
45290
45294
45298
45303
45304
45308
45312
45320 1.75 0.027 n. do (1)
Rb2O
21S
4.72
1.24
0.24
2.11
1.92
1,09
2*38
2o34
1.57
0.50
0.41
2,02
2.09
2.16
0.35
1.25
2.48
1.36
2.26
2.10
1.75
1.82
1.81
2.45
0.060
0.011
V.,
0,033
0.026
0.013
0.036
00036
0.024
0.0069
0.0090
0,036
0.039
0.023
0.0060
0.018
0.042
0.021
0.036
0.029
0.0 5
0.025
0.026
0.042
0,0011
0.00027
no d,
0.00028
0.0013
0.00064
0,00077
0.0010
0.00069
0.00029
V.
0.00064
0.00077
0.00059
0.00012
0.00035
0.00097
0.00044
0,00064
0.00086
0.00057
0.00074
0.00051
0.00071
0.00046
0.00016
n. 4. (1)
0.000023
V,
V.
0,000038
0,000039
0.0000025
n. d.
n. 4. (2)
0.000039
0,000033
0.000041
0.0000049
V.
0.000023
0.000019
0.000045
0.000032
0o~ooo60*000036
0.000015
0.000032
0.000031
Fn' et
Rb2OSample No.,
45323
45328
45332
453?7
45344
45345
45349
45354
4535'5
45362
45363
45412
45414
45441
45454
45467
45490
45491
45492
45493
45494
45499
45500
45501
45518
0.19
1.94
2.16
2.06
0.54
0.96
1.03
3.67
0.34
0,67
o. 74
2.02
0.17
1.72
2.11
1,26
1.90
1.69
0.28
1,81
0.14
0.90
o.66
1.287
1*87
0s20
220
T'f20
n. d. (
0.029
0.036
0.033
0.0054
V.
n. d. (
0,075
0.0060
V.
V.
0.0233
0,025
0,029
0.016
0.026
0*026
0.0035
0.039
n. d.
0.015
0,020
0.027
1) n, 4. (1)
0.00049
0.00063
0,00062
n, 4. (1)
n, d. (1)
n. 4. (1)
0.0017
0.00019
n. 4. (1)
n. . (1)
no d,
a, 4. (1
n. d. (1)
no d. (1)
0.00067
n 4. (1)
0.00044
0.00062
ti,4.
V.
n. 4*.
0.0008
11, a*
n. 4. (1)
0.00055
1)
1)
n. d.
0.000032
0.000035
0.000039
n. d.
nl d,
fled,
no 4 0
0.000095
0.000016
n. d.
n. d.
0.000015
0.000029
n. 4.
0.00027
0,000012
n. d.
n. 4. (2)
n. d,
0.000018
0.000013
00000n. d.20.000022
Sample No. K2o
Per Gent
Rb2 o
455?
45!529,
45538
45552
45554
45555
45557
45609
45671
45710
45718
45720
45722
45724
45729
45756
45757
45759
45762
45763
45766
45767
45768
45771
1.97
1.68
0.20
0.07
0.71
0.36
1.68
0.76
0.85
0.17
0.24
3.01
2.46
1.99
2.03
2.23
1.87
1.69
2.72
1,92
241I
2.21
0.28
0.73
1.73
0.00026
0.000012
n d4 (2)
no d*
n, d. (2)
nt, d.
0.033
0,027
v.V-0
n. d. (1)
0,014
0.0063
0.026
0.0084
00011
0.0018
A, a.
0.054
0.042
0.029
0.030
0.042
0.027
0.025
n. 4. (a)
0.029
0.028
0,030
0.0060
n, 4. (1)
0.025
*a. a (1)
0.00078
n. d.
nt, 4. (1)
0.00052
n,* don.d,.
n. d. (1)
0.00047
0,00058
n. d. (1)
n. a.
0.0015
0.0017
0.00066
0.00061
0.00087
0.00069
0.00089
n, d. (2)
0.00067
0.00063
0.00061
V.
n, 4. (1)
0.00076
V*
n. d.
n, d. (2)
0.000046
V.
0.0000a4
V.
0.000031
0,000032
0.000014
V.
0.000026
0.000041
0.000025
n, 4. (2)
0.000010
0.000027
9a02 "
221
TI20
Y.
n. d. (a)
Per Cent
sample ~oa,
45784
45790
451$
,44791
45830
45843
45851
45861
45871
45881
45891
45892
45900
45901
45902
45904
45906
45907
45921
45961
45962
45964
45982
45985
45990
45994
0.30
2,00
0.94
2.47
2,12
2#39
2.59
2,24
2.18
2.45
2.47
2.10
1.99
2.04
2,24
2,22
2.40
0.47
0.56
1,19
i.18
1.80
1.86
2,03
04033 000082
n, d., (1)
0.030
V.
0.042
0,029
0.033
0.039
0,036
0,030
0,033
0.036,
0,030
0.030
0.030
0,033
0.0330.0o3
0,036
n. d. (1)
0.0090
0,022
0.016
00026
0.027
04030
Rb2 0 s020
222
T120
n. 4. (1)
0,000)7
n. 4. (1)
0.00091
0.0012
0.00088
0.0010
0*00065
0,0011
0,0011
0,0011
0.00095
0.000oo83
0.0010
0.00091
0,03095
0.0011
n. a. (1)
0.00024
0.00064
n, a., (1)
0,00074
0.00091
0.00096
n, d.
0.000028
n. 4.
0.000037
0,000035
0.000048
0.000032
0.000032
0,000036
0.000037
0.000043
0.000037
0.000036
0.000045
o,ooooo420.000048
0.000018
n. "3.
n. do (2)
0.000027
no d.
0.000029
O00029
0.000034
o,,=034
OoOO0037
Sample no, x20
Per cent
45999
46000
46007
46010
46014
46016
46020
46023
46030
46052
46035
46037
46039
46041
46043
46045
46049
46053
46057
46059
46062
46064
46068
46072
46076
2.59
2.41
2.03
1.90
2.16
2,22
2.40
2.27
2.15
2.*39
2*27
2,41
2.28
2,44
2.42
2.39
2,44
2.32
2*32
2058
2,60
2,45
2,48
2,46
2.27
2.45
rr~
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flgo
0,0o36.0
0*033
0,030
0.025
0,036
0.0350033
0.042
0.036
0.036
0.042
0.033
0.0)6
0,039
0.042
00039
0.042
0,039
0.0390,039
0.039
0,045
0,0590*039
0,045
0*039
0.039
0.042
0.00091
0.00076
0.00093
0.00092
0,0013
0.00098
0.0011
0.00096
0.000086
0.00094
0,00072
0.00094
0,00086
0.00089
0.0011
0.00082
0.00091
0.00071
0,00057
0.00082
0.0oo61
0,00077
0#00057
0.00060
0.00094
0.000050
0.000039
0.000039
0.000028
0,000026
0.0000054
0.000059
0.000040
0.000038
0.000033
0.000036o,,ooooO4
0.o00O43
0,000044
0.000046
0.000048
0 .ooooQ
0,000042
0.000042
0.000044
0.000047
0.000042
0.000039440.000041
0,000039
0.000037
0,ooo70000400.000040
-*-^i~-Y~i-~Tnrr~brtl~ ~l~ u~iuLy~g;iU~~_
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Per Cent
Sample fo,
46081
46085
46087
46088
46091
46095
46097
46107
46114
46117
46125
46126
46127
46128
46135
46136
46137
46141
46146
46155
46165
46175
46182
46185
46194
2.59
2.72
2.70
2,38
2.59
2*60
2.70
2,50
1.63
2.26
2,35
.36
2*29
2.38
2,33
2.48
2.23
2,47
1,99
2,00
2.28
2.10
2.32
2#23
0,045
0.0450,045
0,042
0.036
0*042
0.0420,0.42
0,048
0.036
0,026
0.033
0.033
0#039
0.036
0.039
0.036
0,036
0,039
0.033
0.039
0.036
0.030
0.039
0.033
0.039
0,039
0000082
0.0010
0,0012
0.0010
0,0012
0,0011
010014
0.0011
0.0011
0,0010
0.00088
0,0011
0,0010
0.0013
0.0013
0,0011
0.0013
0.0010
0.0012
0.00091
0.0010
0.00073
0.00070
04C00060
0.00071
0.000024
0.000043
0,000046
0.000048
0.000038
o,000036
0.000045
0,000032
0.000017
0,000041
0,000037
0.000036
0.000024
0,000042
0.000041
0.000049
0.000057
0.000054
0.000050
0.000042
0.000027
0.000037
0.000035
0.000044
0.000030
Per Cent
45 202
46203
44211
46212
46216
46222
45230
46237
46239
46 42
46244
46247
46253
46255
46256
46259
46261
46262
46267
46272
462 7
46282
46287
1.92
1,52
1.86
1.70
2.11
2.12
2.45
2,.06
2.02
2.04
2,25
2,15
1.74
2,04
2.03
2,.05
1,81
1.93
1.56
1,68
1.68
1,68. !5
S1.99
2.00
R20 Cso0
225
T120
0.033
0,024
0.030
0.026
0.036
0.039
0.0369
0.0363
0.033
0.036
0.033
0.028
0.033
0.030
0.033
0,030
0*030
0,030
0,025
0.026
0,026
0.025
0.029
0.030
0.0010
0.00079
0.00098
0,00082
0.00093
0,00062
0.00061
oooo64
0.000462
0.00071
0.00060
0.00048
0.00045
0.00049
0.00046
0.00064
0.00034
V.
Vsva
0.00052
0.00042
0.00059
V.
0.00035
0.00057
0,000031
0,000018
0.000023
0*000023
0.000043
0.000036
0.000048
0.000043
0,o000030
0.000053
0,000053
o.000046
V.,
0.000054
0.000046
V.
0,000038
0.000035
0.00026
0.00019
0.000021
0.000031
0.000026
0.000028
0.0000 2
Sample tNo,
Per Cent
Rb2 Osample No.
46292
46297
46302
46312
46317
46322
46327
46332
46337
46)42
46352
46357
46367
46368
46369
46370
46371
46377
46382
46387
46393
46397
46402
46407
46412
1086
2403
1.97
1,97
1.75
1.62
1.85
1*87
1,92
2.06
1.80
1.49
1.67
1.91
211
1.13
2.69
1.03
1.46
1.02
1.45
0.16
1,00
1.*36
226
Co0 a T120
0.030
0.033
0.0)]0
0.028
0#029
0.026
0.036
0*036
0.030
0,036
0.029
0*025
0,026
0,029
0,034
0.019
0.038
n, 4.
0.023
**
0.017
00016
V.
V.
0.036
0.00068
0.*00076
0.00074
0400061
0,0o0073
0.00057
0.00077
0,00089
0.00059
0.00076
0.00053
0.00072
V.
nt. d,
n, d.
n. do
n* do (1)
0,00054
V.
0,0014
0.0053
n. d.
n, 4. (1)
0.0012
0.000021
0.000017
V.
0.000018
V*
00000038
V.
0.000015
0.000019
0.000020
0.000029
0.000026
n. d,
n, d,
n. d,
no d,
0.00019
n. d4.
n. 4.
no 4.d
an. d. (2)
n. d,
nt. a (2)
n. d.1
0*000019
Per Coent
Sample No's o
227
120O
46417
46422
46427
46432
464 37
44442
46447
46462
46467
46472
46475
46476
46479
46480
46485
46486
46490
46491
46494
46495
46500
46503
46508
46510
46512
0.66
0.08
1.17
0w2 0
0.12
0.31
0,10
1.87
0.74
2.08
0.0
1.68
1.73
1.78
0.89
0.83
2 ,05
10
1.07
1,98
2.12
2.15
1.49
1,90
1.72
as2o
V.,
a, 4,
0.018
no do
a, 4.n* d.
0.0045
n, do4.
0.0VP,
00033
n. d.
0,028
0.030
0*030
0.014
0.014
0036
0.018
0.024
0.030
0,030
0,033
04022
00028
0.025
n. d. (1)
an. 4. (1)
a. 4. (1)
n. 4, (1)
a 4. (1)
o.0o016
n. 4.
no 4. (1)n, d. t)
n. 4, (1)
n. 4. (1)
a. 4. (34
0,0008)3
0.00095
0,00093
0.00052
0.00038
0,00079
0.00039
0.00045
0.00051
0.00062
0.00075
0.00041
0.00063
0.00046
no d,
As d
a d.
n. d.
n, do
n. d.
n. d.a7.
n. d,
0,000023
n. d.
0.000017
0.000023
no a,
0.oo0017
0.000042
V.
V,
0.000039
0.000039
0.00004)
V.
n, a,
0000042
Per Cent
Sample No, E120
46515
46518
46519
46520
46525
46531
46536
46538
465539
46541
46542
46544
46549
46555
46559
46561
46568
46573
46582
46591
46593
46599
466300
46603
46608
1.90
1,92
1.13
1,02
052
0,48
0.95
0.59
0.30
2.12
0.88
0.64
1]434
1.31
1.85
1.34
1,60
0.67
1.70
1.39
1,45
1.55
1.10
1.26
Rb2O 0"d2
228
0.028
0*030
n. a.
0.018
0.013
0.0072
0.0077
0.0074
0.0054
0.0024
0.019
0.013
0.0087
0.021
0.020
0,028
0.015
0.022
0.010
0.017
0.014
0,015
0.016
0.011
0.014
0.00063
0*00074
n. a.
V#
V.
0.00029
V.
0.00023
n. d. (1)
n. 4. (1)
0.00055
V.
0.00022
V.
V.
V.
0.00047
0.00059
0.00021
0.00057
0.00045
000051
0.00055
0.00036
0.00044
0.000035
0.000035
00000v30
V.
0.00O29
n. d. (1)
0.000016
V.
n. d*. (1)
n. d. (1)
0.00039
V.
0.000015
V.
0.000021
0.000042
0,000037
0.00005
VO
n. d. (1)
0.000028
0.000026
0,000022
0.0000020
0.000022
Sample No,
46609
46613
46616
46619
46522
44625
46527
44430
46632
46635
45637
46640
4664345544
46644
46646
416650
4655346653
41666i
466564
46667
46670O
46677
I0c
1.80
2. 24
3,68
2*27
3,12
3.*36
2 .45
336
3.00
3.25
2.69
3.19
3.20
2.53
3.22
3.25
2.98
3,00
3.00
3.08
2.946
2.82
3.01
3.18
3,77
0R000
0.028
0.051
0.030
0.042
0.045
0,039
0.048
0.042
0,042
0.036
0,039
0.045
0.036
0.048
0.045
0,028
0.029
0.030
0.029
0,027
0.030
0,028
0.045
0.057
0,20
0,00027
0,00064
0.00095
0.00059
0.00078
0.00084
0,00077
0,00092
0.00075
0.00081
0.00058
0.00064
0.000090
0.00068
0.00078
0.00076
0.00082
0.00092
0.00074
0,00095
0.00099
0,0011
0,00098
0.0010
000013
T120
0,00014o~oool4
0000036
0.000047
0#000032
0.000046
0.000042
0.000024
00,00042
0.000039
0,000037
0.000030
0.000045
0.000035
0.00027
0.000036
0.000037
0.0012
0.0010
0.0010
0.00096
0.00098
0,0019
0.00094
0.O000,022
0.000055
229
Per Cent
%gO
46679
4648
4464
4644446904669246696469846705
46707
44708
46714
46715
46716
46719
4-6720
46724
46729
46751
46734
46736
46743
46745
46747
3.14
3.55
34.58
3.79
2.80
2.59
2.77
2.96
A.05
2*83
2.41
3,.64
2.92
2.65
3.95
3,18
3,05
2.64
2v09
1.50
3.43
3.16
3.24
OGpu
0.042
0.048
0.048
0,048
0.054
0.036
0.042
0.039
0.045
0.048
0.042
0.036
0.054
0.045
0,039
0.042
0,045
0.033
0.033
0.018
0.054
0.042
0.042
n12
0.00091
0.0012,
0.0011
0 .0010
0,0013
0,00093
0,00090
0.00090
0.00099
0.0012
0.00099
0.0013
0.0018
0.0013
0.0013
0.0018
0,0017
0.0012
0.0011
0.0014
0.00084
0.0011
V.
0.0011
Sample Ieto
230
0,0000S0,
0.000045
O. 000042
0.000045
0. 000035
0.000079
0.0000099
0.00011
0.000068
0.000087
0.000093
0.000078
0.000067
0.000088
0.000046
0.0ooo00082
0.000068
0.00011
0.000089
0.000094
0.000078
0.00015
0.00016
0*00011
231
Appenix C
Tables Glvins the Abunm anoe Ratios
for All Zamples
232
Saiple
45001
45004
45005
45012
4"z2450144501845029
450~
45042
45054
45057
45064
45080
45085
45089
45124
45125
45126
45127
45128
45129
45130
45131
45132
%K'20alga
1660
liaNo119040a
a
a
a
64
77
62
100
91
98
110
78
104
82
78
72
7)
77
87
80
75
162
94
63
105
73
68
85
ao
40
40
*
a
48000
*
63000
14000
110000
78000
180000
130000
97000
86000
89000
*
38000
28000
32000
37000
20000
8500
17000
8000
8900
15000
3300
780
a
690
1470
10 00
1000loow
1800
1610
1240
1200
12204o
a
440
350
430
230
210
130
160
110
130
170
a
a
sow0
to540
2560
50004w
0*3100
2880
2820
2 560
3520
4160
a
Sample
Noo
45133
45134
45135
45140
45174
45182
45183
45184
45192
45203
45216
45239
45248
45256
45257
45272
45280
45290
45294
45298
45303
45304
45308
45312
45320
79
113
64
74
84
66
65
66
73
46
56
54
94
58
69
59
65
63
73
70
73
69
58
65
233
4300
4600
*
7540
1480
1720
3100
2340M o
2270
1720
*0
3160
2720
37 0
2920
3580
2560
3090
3530
2440
3070
2460
3550
3450
%X29
10000
7800
4w
92000
4*
63000
60000
63000
52000Pooo
63000
53000
71000
110000
72000
50000
66000
49000
120000
57000
79000
00
10
69
9wO
920
a
1400
a
0
50
920
8960
920
1200560
1200
a
1800
1100
00
910
700
1700
810
1400
a
4SampleNo.
45323
45328
45332
45337
45344
45345
4 5349
45354
45355
45362
454363
45412
45414
45441
45454
45467
45490
45491
45492
45493
45494
45499
45500
45501
45518
4w
3150
ow
4320
730
18
1080
234
%A20 OF
61000
62000
53000
*
39000
21000
110000
73000
*70=
70000
140000
*
ab
50000
51000
3400 85000
67
60
63
100
49
57
910
1000
850
ao
*
00
3960
3420
3360
ow
2160
1780
790
370
61
69
73
79
73
65
80
46
60
*
64
69
1700
1000
a
960
2200
a
a
a
830
a
a
ia0o
P.0 oI"
235
sample
woo
45522
45529
4 )531
455 .
45552
45554
45555
45557
45609
45671
45710
45718
45720
45722
45724
45729
45756
45757
45759
45762
45763
45766
45767
45768
45771
60
62
40
51
57
65
90
77
94
56
59
69
68
53
70
68
*
66
75
74
47
49
69
%Tl 20-
76000
14000
A*
2150
*
ow1360
2000
1450a
a
301620
'330251460
2710a
a
2100
145030203302560
2710
1900
4*
3860
3310
3620
2300
*40
1200
a
1200
1400
850
1800
a
1100
680
1200
*
law
93$0
66o0o
o
83000
4"
72000
58000
120000
400
74000
51000
89000800
73000
640002280
%rolo
t---AL
71 5 TO
236
alcSamle
.Noe
45784
45790
415791
45830
45843
45851
45861
45871
45881
45891
45892
45900
45901
45902
45904
45906
45907
45921
45961
45962
45964
45982
4595
45990
45994
59
73
72
66
62
73
74
69
70
66
68
68
67
67
w
62
54
74
69
69
68
69
71000
67000
61000
54o00
54000
70000
68000
68000
67000
49000
54000
57000
50000
53000
63000
2720
1770
2720
2590
3440
1980
2220
2240
2210
2400
2040
2460
2340
2180
a
2330
1860
4*
2440
2040
2110
2800
11o
1100
830
750
810
1100
940
940
970
700
810
830
730
790
950
820
00
900
850
880
890
a
67
44000
62000
58000
60000
62000
%ca2o
Sample
No,
45999
46000
4 6007.
46010
46014,
46016
46020
46023
46030
46032
46035
46037
46039
46041
46043
,46045
46049
46053
46057
46059
45062
46064
46068
46072
46076
72
73
68
76
60
67
57
63
60
57
69
67
59
58
62
57
63
60
61
58
63
55
63
5F8
58
2840
3170
2180
2060
1660
2260
also2180
2360
2500
2540
5160
2570
2650
2740
2200
2920
2680
5270
4180
3170
4020
3090
4310
3780
2610
5eoo0 vt#0y
52000
62000
52000
68000
83oo
41000
41000
57000
57000
12000
63000
56000
52000
53000
50000
57000o
55000
49000
57000
59000
60000
64000
75000
51000
61000
237
720
850
770
890
1400
610
710
900
950
1300
920
840
890
910
810
1000
890
830
930
1000
950
1200
1200
1100
1100
Sample
46081
46087
46088
460915
46097
46107
46114
46117
46125
46126
46127
46128
46135
46136
46137
46141
46146
46155
46165
46175
46182
46185
46194
58
60
64
66
62
62
56
70
63
69
71
61
64
61
65
65
64
68
63
55
67
59
64
60
57
3160
2720
2250
2380
2160
2360
1930
2270
1480
2260
2680
2150
2290
1830
1790
2140
1910
2230
2060
2190
2000
3130
3000
3870
3140
110000
63000
60000
50000
68000
72000
60000
78000
96000ooo
55000
64000
66000
96000
57000
57000
48000
44000
41000
49000
47000
74000
620 CO
60000
73000
74000
1900
1000
1100
1200
1100
1100
1500
810
890
1100
1500
930
880
740
680
610
780
860
1100
1100
940
890
1300
238
239
so0K 0
r0 2 Q 0520 ; %T120
46202 58 1920 62000 1100
46203,_ 63 1930 85000 1300
46211 62 1900 81000 1300
46212 65 2070 74000 1100
46216 59 aa2o 49000 840
46222 59 3420 59000 100
46226 63 4010 51000 810
46230 57 3220 48000 840
46237 61 3260 67000 1100
46239 62 2880 39000 620
46242 63 2760 43000 680
46244 65 4490 47000 720
46247 62 3870 - a
44249 62 4160 38000 610
46253 63 4090 41000 650
46255 62 3170 a
46255 68 6030 54000 790
46259 60 52000 860
46261 64 - 74000 1200
46262 62 3010 32000 1300
462657 65 4000 5000 1200
46272 65 2340 54000 840
46277 65 - 63000 960
46a82 69 5690 70000 1000
46287 67 3510 91000 1400
46292
46297
46302
44 12
46317
46322
46327
46352
46337
46342
46352
46357
46367
46368
46369
46370
46371
46377
46382
463187
46393
46397
46402
46407
46412
%Tfao
89000
120000
62
62
66
70
60
62
51
52
64
57
62
60
64
66
%%o
%T120
1400
1900
dw
1600
*k
680
2400
1600
1800
1000
960
ow
2000
*40
140000
2710
7300
2740
19001130
2740
2670
2660
3230
2400
2840
2400
2100
3250
2710
13390
2070
110000
120000
xacoooa~o
100000
100000
62000
57000
62
60
71
64
0o
60
91
Sampl6
No*
46417
46422
46427
46432
46437
46442
46447
46462
46467
46472
46475
46475
46479
46480
46485
46485
46490
46491
46494
46495
46500
46503
46508
46510
46512
%sAb2o
*
65
*
69
*
69
63
*
60
58
60
62
59
57
61
45
656
71
65
69
68
69
a
a
a
1940
a
*
2020
18ao0
1910
1710
2190
2590
2820
2380
3880
3420
2870
3640
3020
3740
a*
a
1400
1600
1300
a
a
820
860
a
770
770
770
770
600 /
241
90000
06
99000
75000
7 rOO
*
49000
49000
*
51000
54000
50000
#b
Ow
41000
ao
242
Sample
No,
46515
46518
46519
46520
46525
46531
46536
4,6538
46539
46541
4654
46544
46549
46555
46559
46561
46568
46573
46!582
46591
46593
46599
46600
46503
46608
%io2 0
68
ia67
00
63
79
72
62
128
109
125
112a
68
73
64
65
66
t19
73
67
100
99
97
91
99
90
33020
2730
A*
1790
5AQQQ
53000
64000
35000
30000
8O0
860
450
480
4130
3860
3910
da
2850
2710
3190
2980
3230
2840
2820
3050
2860
54000
a
43000
go6300044000
36000
46000
50000
56000
71000
55000
57000
ew490
580
950
670
410
630
a
a
500
580
730
550
640
SampleNo.
46609
46613
46616
46619
46622
46625
46627
46630
46632
46635
46637
46640
46643
46644
46646
46648
46650
46653
46657
46661
46664
46667
46670
466737
46677
%T120
90
80
72
76
74
75
63
70
72
78
75
82
71
71
67
72
a106
103
102
106o
110
101
108
71
66
6660
3500
380O
3850
4000
4000
3180
3650
4000
4020
4640
5000
3560
3720
4150
4280
3440
3640
4150
3240
2990
2560
3070
3130
2820
16000
62000
78000
71000
68000
80000
100000
80000
77000
88000
90000
71000
92000
94000
90000
88000
2500
3000
3000
3000
5000
1500
3200
140000
58000
243
140
780
1100
940
910
1100
1600
1100
1100
1100
1200
flo
870
1300
1300
1300
1200
23
29
30
30
28
15
30
2000
1000
Sample
NO*0
46679
4682
46684
46686
46690
46692
46696
46698
46705
46707
46708
46714
46715
46716
46719
46720
46724
46729
46731
46734
46736
46743
46745
46747
75.
74
74
75
70
7$
62
71
66
64-
67
67
66
65
6 C
69
76
6c
80
63
83
64
75
77
%K20
3460
2940
3220
3s80
2920
3010
2880
3080
2990
2540
2860
1850
2190
V1870
2540
2400
1490
1780
3120
2940
63000
79000
85000
80000flooo
110000
35000
44000
25000
44o000
35000
30000
313
5#000
33000
58000
48000
47000
28000
30000
22000lmoo
19000
23000
20000
29000
840
1100
1100
1100
1500
460
710
350SO
66*
550
450
460
810
5150
850
700
620
410
370
350
230
360
260
10o
245
Apr'mdix 0
Location of Samples
Sample Pormation
No,
45001 M)o6ne Nodular Shale
45004 I t t
45095
4006
4501845014
45018
45029
45033
45042
45054
45057
45064
45080
45085
45089
45124
45125
45126
45127
45128
45129
45130
45131
45132
Pit
"t
Santene
ft
It
It
It
"I
It
#1
It
U
Chatteamooa S bale
** (Bentonite)
Obattanooga Shale
** (81. Sh.)
Woodfor4 Shale
*-* (l, Sh,)
Chattanooga Shale
Woodford Shale
Sample
451)
451)4
45135
45140
45174
45182
45183
45184
45192
45216
45239
45248
45256
45267
45272
45280
45290
45294
45298
45303
45304
45308
45312
45320
246
Pormation
Ut. Glen Shale
- (aIs Oh.)
oo4btns Sandstone
Austin Chalk
agle Ford shale
Woodbine sandtone
Tusoalooa Sandstone
EaSle Ford Shale
fa it
t m
Vt I
VI it i
Austin
II
Chalk
a
Zagle Pord Shale
Woodbine Sandstone
Sample
NO.
45323
45328
45332
45337
45344
45345
45349
45354
45355
45362
45363
45412
45414
45441
45454
45467
45490
45491
45492
45493
45494
45499
45500
45501
45518
Austin Chalk
Woodbine Sandstone
Aumtin Chalk
Woodbine Sandstone
Austin Chalk
Woodbine Sandstone
Austin Chalk
tf #
Woodbine Sansetone
it $4
Formation
Woodbine Sandstone
Austin Chalk
Eagle Ford Shale
t 4 #
Austin Chalk,
Woodbine Sandstone
Eagle Ford Shale
9* * #4at it t
Woodbine Sandstone
0 it
Sample
No.
45522
45529
45531
45538
45552
45554
45555
45557
45609
45671
45710
45718
45720
45722
45724
45729
4!5756
45757
45759
45762
45763
45766
45767
45768
45771
Austin
#4
Chalk
0
Woodbine Sandstone
Eagle Ford Shale
Austin Chalk
odbine Sand storfe
Ausetin Ohalk
rmgie Ford Shal+e
Austin Chalk
Iti
itf
Woodhbins SaM strns
Austin Chalk
!Easle Fot'i Shale
Austin Chalk
247
Formation
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Location of New England Iranites
Sample No.
2A4 Roadout, Route 128, Dedham, Mass.
6A$ Westwood Quarry, Westwood, Mass.
15A2 Bow St. Quarry, Freeport, Maine
15A12 Outer Latti Quarry, Pownal, Maine
15A19 Long Cove Quarry South Thomaston, Maine
15A23 Neehan Quarry, Clark Island, Maine
16AIO American Granite Co. Quarry, North Jay, Maine
16A12 Maine & N. H. Granite Co. Qarry, North Jay, Maine
16A13 Perry Quarry, Hallowqll, Maine
16416 Jim Bailey Quarry, Hallowell, Maine
16A22 New Westerly Quarry, Milford, N. H.
1A28 Old Tonella Quarry, Milford, N. 1.
18A18 GhapAn Quarry, Westerly, I R. 1,
18A25 Calder & Carnie Quarry, Westerly, R. I.
19A5 Sullivan aranite Co. Quarry, Bradford, R. I.
19A48 Klondike Quarry, Bradford, I. I.
19A13 ebb-Pitzwilliam Quarry, Fitswilliam, N. H.
19A22 North Pole Quarry, Fitzwilliam, N. H.
20Afl Wetmore-Morse Quarry, Barres, Vt.
20A26 Rock of Ales Quarry, Barr*, Vt,
21A1 Woodbury Granite Corp. Quarry, Woodbury, Vt,
21A7 Drennan Quarry, Woodbury, Vt.
21A11 Blanchard Quarry, Concord, N. H.
21A16 State Prison Quarry, Concord, N. H.
22AII Porcupine Quarry, North Sullivan, Maine
22A4 Havey-Robertson Quarry, North Sullivan, Maine
24A20 Blue Hill Granite Co., Blue Hill, Maine
24A24 Kinoh Mt. Quarry, South Brookville, Maine
25A8 Wallace Cove Quarry, Jonesport, Maine
25A,12 Booth Bros. Quarry, Jonesboro, Maine
fiography
Frank ogvne ll Carney
Date of Birth:
Place of Birth:
Parents;:
Eduoation:
October 8, 1920
Ipswich, Yassachusetta
Ruth Es. Canney and Frank T. Canney
Parried Isabel Chandler Oliver
on Decnber 23, 1944
Public Schools of Ipsewich,
Assistantships:
Massachusetts
Eassachusetts Institute of Technology,
1937-1942. 2.B. Degree in Chemistry
April 27, 1942
Massachusetts Institute of Teh nology,
1947-l952, Graduate Study
Research Assistant in leology, 1948a*
1951
Honors: Society of the Sigma Xi
1il+tar Experience: U. S. Navy, 1942-1947
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